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Sundborg accused in alleged sexual abuse cover-up
Josh Lynch
Editor-in-Chief
Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. has been
named as a defendant in a lawsuit
filed lateTuesday accusing him and
other Jesuits of covering up the
sexual abuse of 43 Native Alaskan
children.
Sundborg was the provincial of
the Oregon Province of the Society
of Jesus from 1990 to 1996, dur-
ing which time the complaint said
his office held what is known as
the "Hell Files," which may have
included information on Jesuits ac-
cused of sexual abuse.
Sundborg gave a deposition
more than two years ago regarding
the suit, according to John Manly,
a California attorney who is repre-
senting die victims. Jesuits Henry
G. Hargreaves and Anton Smario
have also been named as defendants,
as well as Father General Adolfo
Nichol, leader of the Jesuits.
"Fr. Sundborg knew about per-
petrators and put them back in
ministry," said Pat Wall, another
attorney representing the victims.
Wall explained that during the
years Sundborg headed the Oregon
Provence, 1992-1996, Sundborg
allegedly had knowledge of more
than 30 Jesuit perpetrators but
never made it public.
"They basically squelched the
whole thing," Wall said.
Manly also said some of the
43 victims were abused when
Sundborg was acting provincial.
The lawsuit complaint alleges
that the sexual perpetrators were
intentionally sent to remote villag-
es by the Jesuit leaders because the
NativeAlaskan children wouldnot
have the support systems in place
to report the crimes.
A November ruling in Federal
Appeals Court gives the victims
the right to sue the Jesuit order and
provincials like Sundborg because
they upheld strict policies ofsecrecy
in sexual abuse cases, a statement
from the victims' attorneys said.
Elsie Boudreau, who said she
has been a victim of Jesuit priests
in Alaska, has been in contact with
the other victims and is advocat-
ing on their behalf. The victims
were abused in Nulutao, Hooper
Bay, Stebbins, Chevak, Mountain
Village, Nunam Iqua and St.
Michael, Alaska, according to the
release.
"Had they done something, I
wouldn'tbe here today," Boudreau
said.
Four victims andWall meet with
Spectator reporters late Tuesday
night. Emotions were running
high.
"All these years and I never
talked about it. Who would un-
derstand?" said Florence Kenney,
74. Kenney said she was abused in
the 1940s in Alaska.
"I wish I could take him
[Sundborg] into the villages,"
Boudreau said, "and have him look
into the eyes of so many people
who have been hurt."
Spectator reporters who attempt-
ed to contact Sundborg
in his Arrupe residence
Tuesday night were told
he was unavailable.
Braden VanDragt File Photo The Spectator
President Stephen Sundborg, S.J., shown here at a sports press conference on October 20, 2008.
CON mourns loss
AlexLaCasse
Nursing professor passed away Sunday after sudden diagnosis
Staff Writer
In a packed St. Ignatius chapel
Tues. Jan. 13, staff, friends and
scrub-dad nursing students gath-
ered to remember nursing profes-
sorTerri Perkins.
Perkins passed away Sunday
evening, Jan. 11 surrounded by
her family, friends with a country
song playing in the background—
her favorite kind of music.
Perkins was diagnosed with
cancer during winter break, and
her decline in health was rapid.
Colleagues said her death was un-
expected and shocking. Perkins
finished fall quarter at SU but,
after her diagnosis, informed the
college that she would most likely
not return to teach during winter
quarter.
According to Susan Matt, fel-
low member of the College of
Nursing, CON, Perkins was a
warm and compassionate person
who will be gready missed in the
department.
Matt was a student ofPerkins in
1989 when she taught at Bellevue
Community College. She said
they hit it off immediately and
developed a friendship, bonding
over their adopted children from
Korea.
"She was very much into cul-
tural competence," said Matt.
According to Matt, Perkins made
it a point ofpreserving her daugh-
ters culture, even sending her to a
Korean camp.
"She made sure her daughter
had exposure," said Matt.
After losing contact for several
years, they reunited three years ago
when Matt noticed Perkins as a
newaddition to the SU nursing de-
partment roster. Matt saw Perkins
almost every day, as her office was
right next door.
"She was just a phenomenal
role model," said Matt.
"She made everyone
feel comfortable,
always."
Obama promise incites march
Frances Dinger
VolunteerWriter
In response to President-elect
Barack Obama's approaching in-
auguration, over 100 members
of the local community gathered
at Seattle Central Community
College on Saturday before march-
ing to the West Lake Center.
The march served as a reminder
of Obama's campaign promises
to bring greater equality to the
LGBTQ community.
The march was organized by
Seattle's Queer Ally Coalition
with jointheimpact.com and 100
other participating cities across the
country.
Marchers chanted as they made
their way, shouting out a classic
'60s cry "civil rights or civil war,"
Harvey Milk quotes, and the dec-
laration of "Gay, straight, black,
white, marriage is a civil right."
Protesters were met with sup-
port from citizens during the walk,
encountering no opposition as the
event closed with festive entertain-
ment in downtown Seattle.
Obama released an open letter
to the LGBTQ community Feb.
28 of 2008 in which he voiced his
support for "the complete repeal
of the Defense of Marriage Act,"
a bill signed by President Clinton
in 1996which prevents the federal
government from treating same-sex
relationships as marriages underany
circumstance, even ifsaid same-sex
relationship is recognized as mar-
riage by a state within the union.
Critics ofDOMA maintain the act
violates the Full Faith and Credit
Clause in Article IV, Section 1 of
the Constitution, which requires
states to honor licenses issued by
other states as citizens move about
the country.
Though much smaller than the
Nov. 15 protest of Proposition 8,
which drew close to
10,000 participants
in Seattle alone, the
Queer Ally
Frances Dinger The Spectator
A crowd of close to 10,000 people gathered at Seattle Central Com-
munity College to protest the Defense of Marriage Act.
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Poison threats do
not scare gay bars
Sara Bernert
News Editor
When Triangle Club president
Jenny Graves was invited out for
drinks at the Wildrose last week-
end, she declined. Part of the reason
for herhesitation to go out: the pos-
sibility of being poisoned.
The Wildrose was one of 11 lo-
cal bars to receive letters lastTues.,
Jan. 6, from an anonymous sender
who threatenedto randomly poison
five patrons at each location.
"I have in mypossession approx-
imately 67 grams ofricin," said the
letter. "[...] I expect [the victims] to
die painfully while in hospital."
Ricin is a substance found nat-
urally in castor beans. The Center
for Disease Control and Prevention
explains that, once purified, ricin
can be deadly in high doses when
ingested or inhaled.
Letters were also sent to
Neighbors, The Cuff, The Elite,
Re-Bar, Purr, The Seattle Eagle,
R Place, The Cresent, C.C. Attle's
and the Madison Pub, all bars
that attract a high number ofgay
patrons.
In a second letter addressed to
the weekly paper, The Stranger,
the writer made clear his or her
displeasure with the gay commu-
nity. The letter told the paper to be
prepared to report 55 deaths within
the month, and said the poisonings
would occur on a Saturday.
Seattle Police seized the letters
and said in a statement they are
working closely with the FBI to
investigate the threats.
Details of the threats were first
posted by Dan Savage on The
Stranger's blog. The posting has
since received over 250 replies,
many of which question the seri-
ousness ofthe threatand encourage
the community to come together.
"I work at one of these establish-
ments and all I can say is I hope
people don't stay away," said one
poster. "It's idiots like this that try
to prey on our fears. Hopefully the
police and the FBI can find this guy
before we wake up tomorrow."
Last weekend, theTriangle Club
discussed the threats together dur-
ing their Sunday meeting.
"It was scary to hear about,"
said Graves. "It was enough to give
me second thoughts about going
out."
Graves added she was happy
the university had sent out a pub-
lic safety alert in response to news
of the threats, but she and others
in the club were dissatisfied as
the e-mail did not mention the
threat was directed toward the gay
community.
"They never once mentioned
that they were gay bars, never that
it was a hate crime," said Graves.
That the letters did not offer a
reason for the threats also puzzled
members.
"What's going on in this guys
head," asked Annie Hoffman, fresh-
men French and English major.
"There's a lot of debate going on
because he didn't give a reason. My
guess is that he is gay himself."
Others were not as concerned
about the letters.
"Personally, I think it's an empty
threat," said Carmen Rivera, soph-
omore criminal justice major. "It's
trying to instill fear in the gay com-
munity, but regardless ofwhether
or not it's serious, it shouldn't make
you any less cautious."
Rivera added she hoped the gay
businesses would not suffer on ac-
countof the letters.
"I have heard a lot of people
say this has made them want to
support those bars more," said
Charlotte Burns, freshmen psychol-
ogy major.
For workers at the bars this
week, business has been slow but
steady.
"It's OK," said Martha, a bar-
tender at The Wildrose. "I don't
think people have been frightened
away."
She added that a pub crawl on
Jan. 9, organized by local promot-
ers and supported by The Stranger,
seemed to boost business and in-
crease confidence.
"Honestly, I don't think it should
be any different than before," said
Rivera. "Always be cautious when-
ever you go out. Don't let one psy-
chotic loser ruin a good time for
you and your friends."
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
Speaking out about epilepsy
Derron Yuhara
Student joins star of 'Heroes' to raise awareness about enduring the daily struggles'of epilepsy
Staff Writer
Being considered a hero for good
work is one thing, but it's another
to work alongside a psychic-crime
fighting superhero while speaking
to others about what you believe
in. This past December, sopho-
more Seattle University student
Kevin Eggers got to do just that as
he spoke with "Heroes" star Greg
Grunberg at a Learn from Inspiring
Voices in Epilepsy, LIVE, event in
Seattle.
The severity of each
individual's epilepsy
widely varies from
case to case.
Grunberg, who Eggers de-
scribed as "an inspiring good guy,"
is among the many people Eggers
has worked with while involved
with LIVE.
Epilepsy Advocate, the organi-
zation that started LIVE events,
works to promote awareness and
advocacy and also to create a large
support community for those liv-
ing with epilepsy.
Eggers, a sophomore political
science and psychology major, was
diagnosed with epilepsy at the age
of 13. He has been working with
LIVE and traveling across the coun-
try as a motivational speaker.
"Living with epilepsy in high
school was challenging. I missed
classes, and had frequent memory
loss problems," Eggers Said. "I re-
member when I got my driver's
license, and shortly after I had a
seizure and could not drive for six
months as mandated by the law.
That sort ofthing was difficult."
The severity ofeach individual's
epilepsy widely varies.
"Sometimes a seizure just
seems like the person is spacing
out, they are usually not danger-
ous, only in the case of a fall, but
they really take all your energy
and can virtually ruin the day," said
Eggers.
Learning to live a full life de-
spite the struggle of epilepsy and
sharing his experience with oth-
ers in the community is a major
cornerstone in Eggers work with
LIVE. Eggers hopes to develop
this type of community at Seattle
U where students can reach out to
localhospitals.
"The problem with building a
community of people that have
epilepsy is that it's not very visible,
so many people choose to not talk
about it and keep it to themselves,"
said Eggers.
"Although it may be easier to
hide epilepsy, sharing and connect-
ing with the world can be much
more fulfilling," Eggers added.
Rich Okamoto, director of
Disabilities Services at Seattle U
commended Eggers' work.
"Having such a condition
that is not apparent can be very
lonely, and having a community
is very helpful," said Okamoto.
Disabilities Services, located in the
Learning Center in Loyola Hall,
provides resources for students who
have learning disabilities.Okamoto
emphasized it is very important for
students to document their condi-
tion with Disabilities Services so
that they can work together to make
on-campus life more compatible.
"It's a matter of giving every
student the equal civil rights they
deserve," said Okamoto.
Okamotoadded that Disabilities
Services would like to be informed
on how to treat individual needs so
no unnecessary actions or compli-
cations arise.
Although it may be
easier to hide epilepsy,
sharing [...] can be
much more fufilling.
Kevin Eggers
Sophomore
"If we have no documentation
ofa student's condition, and for ex-
ample they only need 15 minutes
to rest, we might transport them
to the hospital for precautionary
measures," said Okamoto.
Okamoto and Eggers both agree
social support and human interac-
tion is the most important compo-
nent in working with epilepsy and
other similar conditions.
"We just want every student to
receive the experience they deserve
here at SU, and hope to do every-
thing possible to help students live
life richly," said Okamoto.
Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai TheSpectator
Kevin Eggers, sophomore, was diagnosed with epilepsy at the age of 13. Eggers now travels across the
country to give motivational speeches to other students about living a full life with the condition.
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Questionable coverage skews view of shooting
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
In a dimly-lit corner of Chop
Suey, a green vase of flowers sits
atop a simple folding table next to
stacks of paper water cups. "R.I.P
29-E," reads the black sharpie hand-
written note tapped to the front of
the vase. "You will be missed."
Rapper 29-E was the stage name
of Joesph Micheal Ryan, one of
three Seattle area hip-hop artists
who was shot at Chop Suey last
week. Ryan and two other artists,
James Jones andAveryTurner, were
shot at 12:30 a.m. Jan. 4. Ryan was
killed. Jones and Turner suffered
non-fatal injuries.
Police arrested 18-year-old sus-
pect Carlos Bernandez ofSeattleand
25-year-old Roger Allan Labranche
ofSnohomish. Prosecutors charged
Bernandez widi first-degree murder.
Bernandez claimed Labranche put
him up to the shooting.
Some artists in Seattle's hip-hop
community regret the way the inci-
dent has been publicized this past
week.
Madeliene Marie Clifford, a
University ofWashington student
and member ofhip-hop duo Canary
Sing, said the media coverage ofthe
shooting she sawwas misleading.
"The shooting didn't happen be-
cause it was a hip-hop show, so I'm
annoyed that that's precisely how
the newspapers are reporting it,"
Clifford said
"I really am at a loss at what to
say other than it was a terrible trag-
edy," said Peter Greenburg, Chop
Suey's booking agent.
"We are taking a hard look at
all ofour security policies to make
sure this doesn't happen again,"
Greenburg added.
Some managers of local busi-
nesses close to Chop Suey wit-
nessed the police response to the
shooting.
"We were closing up with a few
patrons in the restaurant when I
saw 25 or 30 police, all with their
guns drawn, surrounding the res-
taurant," said RobertoAuguilar, the
manager on duty at Piecora's Pizza
when the shooting occurred. "I had
never seen so many cops at once
before. It was like something out
of a movie."
Auguilar said as soon as they
saw the police the Piecora's staff
immediately locked all the restau-
rant doors.
Other businesses in the area did
not learn of the shooting until the
following morning.
"It was so sad for me, because
I had been here earlier that night,
until about 10 p.m.," said Patrick
Mouton, the owner of the Electric
Tea Garden, a tea-house and lounge
near Chop Suey.
"Everything seemed so normal
that night," Mouton said. "It was
chilling to find out the next day that
there was a shooting a rock's throw
across the street."
The Seattle Police Department
has yet to say whether or not the
shooting was gang-related. Police
have suggested, however, that the
shooting emerged out of an ongo-
ing dispute between the suspects
and the victims.
Mouton said he thought the me-
dia coverage of the event hinted that
the shooting was a gang crime.
"The news made it sound like
it was gang-related," he said. "It
was disrespectful to the victim. It's
frustrating, whenever something
happens with hip-hop music, it
is always gang-related. The body's
still warm, and that decision's been
made."
Matt Hickman, an assistant pro-
fessor at Seattle University's crimi-
nal justice department, said it was
too soon to tell if the incident was
a gang shooting.
"Police chiefs all over the coun-
try, for the past two or three years
have been pointing to this growing
problem of gangs and drugs and
guns," he added. "But it's hard for
criminologists to get a handle on
these trends in a national sense."
Hickman said the public would
likely have to waituntil more details
emerged in the suspects' prosecu-
tion to see if the incidentwas a gang
crime or not.
Mike Sletten, director of Public
Safety, said that overall, major crimes
and property crimes in Seattle U's
neighborhood have declined 20
percent in the past 10 years.
"I would add what has, very
importantly improved, is the means
ofcommunication regarding crimes
occurring," Sletten said.
Some ofthe artists who perform
at Chop Suey said the violent act
did not reflect the hip-hop culture
in Seattle.
"It's sad because Chop Suey is a
venue for local hip-hop," said Hollis
Wong, a senior history major and
second member of Canary Sing.
"But the violence that took place
there was not at all related to the
musical community of this city."
Canary Sing Has performed at
Chop Suey several times, including
last Friday.
"I have no problem performing
in that space," Wong said.
Madeleine Clifford, the band's
second member, said she did not
hold any reservations about per-
forming at the club either.
"Some of our friends are going
to burn sage at Chop Suey," she
said, "so I don't feel worried about
the negative energy there."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai TheSpectator
Roberto Auguilar was the manager on duty when the police came after the shooting at Chop Suey.
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"Fr. Steven Sundborg has re-
mained steadfast in the belief
that all victims of clerical sexual
abuse be treated with compassion
and justice," said Casey Corr,
director of Seattle U's strategic
communications."He has not been
served with the lawsuit."
Calls to other university law-
yers and spokespeople were not
returned Tuesday night.
A press conference will be held
by some of the victims and their
representatives tomorrow at 10
a.m. outside the main entrance of
Seattle U on the corner of 12th
Avenue and East Marion Street.
The press conference is not sanc-
tioned by the university, Manly
said.
For more details check su-spectator.
com.
Josh can be reached at
lynchjl @seattleu .edu
All these years
and I never talked
about it. Who would
understand?
Florence Kenny
Abuse Victim
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Rena Abouchuk Firey and Elsie Boudreau Florence Kenny, left to right, share memories of abuse during their childhoods in Alaska.
Victims break their silence after years of private pain
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Nursing professor inspired students as a warm, 'master teacher'
Perkins' areas ofexper-
tise were medical-surgi-
cal and critical nursing.
She was also coordina-
tor ofthe Advance Practice Nursing
Immersion program, APNI, a
program for incoming bachelor
students in other fields trying to
acquire a master's in nursing.
Barbara Anderson, associate
dean for the College of Nursing,
echoed Matt's sentiments.
"She was a very warm and en-
gaging personality," she said. "It is
a testimony to her character that
even when she was dying she was
comforting people."
When Perkins first came to
Seattle U, Anderson realized she
would have an impact on the
college.
"She came as a highly experi-
enced, educated clinician. She was
a master teacher," she said.
Anderson added that students
have been affected by Perkins
passing.
"The students have been sad-
dened by the loss and have sur-
rounded her with their love," she
said. "They really came forth and
let her know how much they cared
for her."
Andy Swanson, senior nursing
major, said Perkins was an inspira-
tion for him. He attendedTuesday's
vigil.
"Terri was proficient in what she
did, and was passionate about what
she did and who she taught," said
Swanson. He had been a student
of Perkins as well as an advisee and
friend.
"She really, really loved the peo-
ple that she taught," he said. "She
was a catalyst for the way people
viewed existence because of the way
she lived."
Aside from nursing, Perkins was
also an avid quilter. At the vigil on
Tuesday, her husband and daugh-
ter dedicated one of her quilts
to be displayed at the College of
Nursing.
After receiving news of a new
grandchild coming in February,
Matt decided to make a crib quilt
with the help ofPerkins.
Perkins invited Matt into her
home and supplied herwith fabric,
tips, techniques and a warm heart.
She agreed to help Matt through
the process before winter break.
"She was very warm, caring and
always helping other people boost
their confidence. She encouraged
everything I wanted to do," Matt
said.
Perkins is survived by her hus-
band Russ and daughter Amanda.
A celebration ofher life will be
held Saturday afternoon, Jan. 17.
Details, according to Anderson, are
in the works. The family asks that
in lieu offlowers individuals are en-
couraged to make a donation to the
Marcia Rifkin Center for Ovarian
Cancer Research or the American
Heart Association.
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu .edu
Debate takes seventh at World Championships
Fernando Sioson
Staff Writer
You wouldn't want to get in an
argument with James Kilcup and
Michael Imeson—unless, ofcourse,
you're a world class debater.
Kilcup and Imeson of the
Seattle University debate team
were invited to compete in the
World Universities Debating
Championship in University
College in Cork, Ireland. The
eight-day competition began Dec.
26 and ended with a grand finale
Jan. 3.
The pair placed seventh overall
out of 308 total teams. Individually,
Kilcup and Imeson placed 18th and
20th out of 638 speakers.
The WUDC is the world's larg-
est debate tournamentand also the
world's largest intercollegiate com-
petition ofany type. This year, 176
universities from across the globe
participated. The competition is
a prestigious, by-invitation-only
event.
"Despite the bit of elitism you
can run into, most people at the
tournament were great in and out
of rounds," said Imeson, a senior
political science major. "Some
people still show some surprise
when Seattle University takes on
teams from Cambridge, Oxford
and Harvard while perfectly hold-
ing their own."
The two finished ahead of every
other school in North America.
Imeson advanced to the final
round of the public speaking com-
petition, an event he won at
the competition two years ago.
Both conquered Oxford's best
team, the eventual tournament
champion, in an early preliminary
round.
"This was the best competition
I've yet seen," said Kilcup, senior
philosophy major and debate
team president. "Knowing that we
were able to succeed against that
level of competition is incredibly
gratifying, and I think that is a
real testament to Seattle University
as a whole."
This success is no surprise given
the team's record. The world cham-
pionship in Ireland was the fourth
tournament the debate team has
participated in this year. It placed
second at the national champion-
ships last year in Portland, second
place at an annual tournament
hosted by Cambridge University
and first place at an international
competition in Vancouver in early
December.
"They're getting to know us be-
cause Seattle University has been
building up an international repu-
tation for over a year now," said
Imeson. "Give us some time and
Seattle U will fit in just fine with
the other big names, so long as our
program maintains its trajectory."
The team's biggest problem
is simply a matter of budget,
Kilcup said. It is a constant ques-
tion ofwhether the school should
send a small number of teams to
a major event or a large number
ofteams to more, smaller events,
said Kilcup.
Unless the team can find a
permanent increase in funding,
the university's representation at
Worlds will be an annual challenge.
No team from Seattle Uwas sent to
the championships last year.
"We're a new team, though.
Those programs did not starr that
large," Imeson said. "It takes time
to show your school how valuable
you can be, and the institution in
turn has to decide how committed
they are to fully realizing the poten-
tial of their debate team."
The team also faces the prob-
lem of several of its most vet-
eran members, including Imeson
and Kilcup, either graduating or
transferring next year. Many of
the debaters are first and second
year students.
Meeting everyTuesday night in
the Campion Hall basement, the
team consists ofroughly a dozen
active debaters and is coached by
professor Ross Merritt. It holds
public debates every quarter, such
as one last quarter regarding the
presidential election.
The team has also recently en-
gaged in a project to coordinate
with high school debaters in the
local area in order to share its
members' skills with the rest of the
community.
"We sincerely hope we can re-
ceive the funding we need in thefu-
ture so that the presence of Seattle
University at these events becomes
a strong tradition rather than an
aberration," Kilcup said. "I really
can't think of another program that
better embodies Seattle University's
call to educate leaders for a just and
humane world."
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seatt\eu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Michael Imeson competed in the public speaking category with Oxford debators in Ireland over break.
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ma flQBi {qbeis
fl-i-iL.J Come join us as we host Seattle's Rock and Roll String Band! With some cool
coffee house ,unes anl' Breaf ' yrits' <' on 1 m' S5 ,'lis awesome s^ow-
fseac's musical contest of epic proportions!
DnVA C Applications and demos are being collected NOW for SEAC's annual musical fest
Battle of the Bands! Bring them to STCN 350 by 7pm on Wed, Jon 21!
Association agreed
any visibility was im-
portant to the fledgling
organization focusing
on grassroots political movements
and the diversity within the Seattle
gay community.
The event began with speak-
ers representing every aspect of
Seattle's gay community speaking
out about issues that went beyond
gay marriage to include rights
within the workplace.
Mike Andrews, a member of
Pride At Work stated marriage
equality is not enough.
"We're not all sitting around
in our tastefully decorated condos
discussing with our partners [where
we] want to spend our summer
holiday," Andrews said.
He reflected on the importance
of alliance with and the formation
of unions as well as encouraging
more rigid anti-discrimination
laws to benefit the gay community
within the workplace.
Chanan Suarez Diaz, founder
of the QAC and president of the
Seattle chapter of Iraq Veterans
Against the War, continued the
rally by reading letters of solidar-
ity from Senator Patti Murray
and supporters from across the
state that could not make it to
the march, bolstering the spirits
of participants despite lower than
estimatedattendance.
In their partnership with
jointheimpact.com, members of
the QAC gathered signatures on
a petition President-elect Obama
has agreed to receive in a ceremo-
ny on Jan. 21, the day after his
inauguration.
With a national goal of 1
million signatures to prove the
LGBTQ community's commit-
ment to civil rights, the QAC
event garnered an estimated 200
signatures during the march and
subsequent festivities, not includ-
ing those gained by members of the
protest who independently took
signature sheets into the greater
Seattle area.
Suarez Diaz felt the event was
a success, calling it "the begin-
ning of a lively gay civil rights
movement."
Francis can be reached at
dingerf@seattleu.edu
We're not all sitting
around in our tastefully
decorated condos.
Mike Andrews
Pride at Work
Francis Dinger The Spectator
Supporters of the LGBTQ community marched to remind Obama of his promise to repeal the DOMA.
Specs of the week
Printing charges begin
The university launched its
PrintShare program last week,
limiting the number offree print
jobs for students to 125 sheets,
with additional print jobs cost-
ing 5 cents per page. Payment can
be made from money deposited
into the miscellaneous account
on student ID cards. Developed
by university librarians and OIT,
the program aims to reduce
wasteful printing while working
toward a more environmentally
and financially conservative
university.
Printing double-sided or re-
ducing the size of the font helps
to reduce the amount of money
spent on printing.
While the program has re-
ceived complaints from stu-
dents, university librarian John
Popko mentioned in a campus-
wide e-mail last month that few
universities offer free printing
in any number and that many
students, such as those at UW,
WSU and SPU, pay 10cents per
sheet.
Popko said the launch of the
PrintShare program has been
largely trouble free, although he
and other librarians have noticed
a slight drop in printer usage.
"It looks like we're off to a
good start," said Popko. "We
expect a lot more activity in the
coming weeks, with more stu-
dents beginning to share the costs
ofcomputer printing."
New compost,
recycling bins add to
sustainability effort
The Facilities Department has
recently placed new composting
bins around campus in an effort
to encourage more sustainable
habits for students. The compost
bins are the first stage in insuring
higher sustainability practices.
Heidi Ray, Facilities
Operations Mechanical Services
Supervisor, said that greater ef-
forts at sustainability must be
made since the convocation was
all about the topic.
"If Fr. Sundborg feels it's im-
portant, then we should probably
get on the ball," Ray said.
She noted that there has
been a good response from stu-
dents so far. Facilities also has
Professor Moe-Loebeda's Earth
Ethics class to help to analyze the
bins effectiveness. The company
picking up the compost will also
help determine the success ofthe
program.
Eventually, the bins will be
in the Bistro and Cherry Street
Market. Ray said thatlaunching it
ail at once would be overwhelm-
ing financially and to students
who may not yet be educated
about composting.
Core program
receives grant
Seattle University's College
of Arts and Sciences received a
$300,000 grant to use toward its
Core Program. The grant was a
continuation ofprevious funding
from the Teagle Foundation.
The money will be used to
improve core class structure and
assessment and will help several
departments better their senior
courses. The college Web Site
states that the grant money will
increase the writing skills of
graduating seniors, specifically
their ability to produce "expert
insider prose" based on their ma-
jor. Gonzaga University received
a similar grant.
Study Abroad program
wins award
The Institute ofInternational
Education "Open Doors" report
recently named Seattle University
as one of the best study abroad
schools in its category. The in-
stitute, judging universities for
the 2006-2007 academic year,
ranked Seattle U 13th for short-
term programs, 14th in the
Masters Carnegie category and
among the top 40 foroverall par-
ticipation by undergraduates.
Robin Craggs, Education
Abroad Director, said the award
is a testament to the efforts of
Seattle U professors in organiz-
ing short-termprograms for their
students.
More than halfof the students
who study abroad at Seattle U
participate in the short-term
programs. Seattle U Education
Abroad added seven new pro-
grams this year.
Craggs noted that Seattle U is
not compared with small schools,
nor with state schools.
"This is great proof of our
amazing, curious students who
are taking advantage of the
world and not justassuming that
the world will come to them,"
Craggs said.
SU Law School leader is
finalist for UW deanship
Seattle U's School of Law
could soon be without its award-
winning leader.
Dean Kellye Testy has been
selected as a finalist for the
deanship at the University of
Washington's School of Law,
according to an announcement
from the UW's provost's office.
Testy is one of four finalists
who emerged after UW con-
ducted a series of interviews in
December. She will have more
interviews as well as a public
presentation Jan. 22-23.
Testy became a professor at
the Seatde U School of Law in
1992 and took over as dean in
February 2005. She is hailed as
a "nationally renowned expert on
corporate governance." Testy re-
cently received theLoren Miller
Bar Association President's
Award and the King County
Bar Association's Friend of the
Legal Profession Award for her
work in education and the justice
system.
Spectator expands coverage
While newspapers across the country are cut-
ting back or, like the Seattle P-I, closing down
entirely, Seattle University's official newspaper
is continuing to expand in new directions.
This year The Spectator introduced a brand
new website featuring breaking news stories,
exclusive video content, extended safety reports,
polls, comments and easy access to all sections
and stories in the paper.
Another exciting addition was the creation
of the Spectator Blog, a varied and entertain-
ing assortment ofposts on musk, art, fashion,
debate, news and just about any topic a writer
could think of. Featured on the blog are the
hilarious retorts of Jake Wild and Adam Toth
in their "Counterpoint-Point" posts.
Finally the paper made changes to its in-
print form, adding a briefs section to cover
those smaller stories which may have been ig-
nored in the past. And then came the amusing
side bar in opinion featuring the hilarious top
ten and comment of the week.
Now the hard working staffat The Spectator
is making more changes to its printed form with
the addition offour brand new pages, jumping
to twenty pages for the first time in the paper's
history.
Arts and Entertainment, one of the papers
more popular sections with the student body,
has grown to four pages, allowing the paper to
focus on studentartists and cover more artistic
events on campus and in the neighborhood.
Keep an eye out for in-depth coverage on up-
coming theatrical performances, art exhibits
and community music, as well as requests for
student art submissions to be printed in the
paper.
"I'm excited that arts and entertainmentwill
now have a more comprehensive scope in terms
of being able to cover the events happening
all around Seatde U on a weekly basis," said
Matthew Martell, entertainment editor.
On the two other additional pages you
can find important nationwide news from the
country's leading university publications and
featured blog posts. Longtime readers will note
the return of the notorious "Campus Voice,"
where students and staff are asked to respond
to a variety ofquestion?. Finally, those inclined
towards in-class procrastination can enjoy the
continued printing of the SUdoku alongside a
new crossword puzzle.
Readers can expect to see the same quality
and enthusiasm as The Spectator expands both
in length and scope. Check out our additions
now and tell us what you think
DOMA protest brings numbers
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Financial trouble puts housing project on hold
Corey Blaustein
StaffWriter
In the aftermath of pitfalls on
the stock market, the university's
11-year master housing plan is suf-
fering some setbacks.
The 12th and Cherry housing
project, which had been funded
by outside developers and was sup-
posed to be completed by 2010, is
currently on hold.
To relieve crowded dorms and
the demand for more housing for
upperclassmen, Seattle University is
in the process of negotiating plans
for a lease with the Chloe apart-
ments on 14th and Union.
"The university has acquired a
master lease on die apartment which
will open all ofits units up to juniors
and seniors who have chosen to stay
on campus," Robert Kelly, vicepresi-
dent ofStudent Development said.
These apartments will be open to
students starting die fall of2009.
The university chose only to
allow juniors and seniors because,
as Kelly explains, Seattle U already
has opportunities for first and sec-
ond year students with Chardin,
Campion, Bellarmine and Xavier
residence halls.
With the rising cost ofoff-cam-
pus apartments, more juniors and
seniors are trying to utilize univer-
sity housing than before.
The Chloe apartments would
provide older students the abil-
ity to live with campus amenities
such as cable and Internet and the
independence ofliving in an apart-
ment style building.
"The apartments will have full
size kitchens and full size bedrooms,"
Kelly said.
He assures the rent costs of the
new apartments would be similar
to the 'rent costs of the Murphy
Apartments.
The Chloe will consist ofmostly
two bedroom apartments with
some studios scattered around the
complex.
Joy Jacobson, director of capi-
tal construction in the Seattle U
Facilities department said the 12th
and Cherry project will not make its
2010 date but, if all goes well, the
universityhopes the complex will be
done by 2011 or 2012.
Seattle U utilized outside devel-
opers for the 12thand Cherry proj-
ect because building codes require
that new apartments on 12th have
retail stores underneath.
Jacobson noted that Seattle U is
not in the business ofbuilding shops
and thus could not fund theproject
entirely on its own.
She also explained the library
expansion project requires a large
amount of smaller projects, nick-
named 'orphans,' which must
be completed before other larger
projects.
"The construction department
of facilities is focused mainly on
the library renovation," Jacobson
said. "The movement of the li-
brary to its temporary location
on 13th Avenue and the distribu-
tion of offices to other parts of
campus take a lot of work. It never
stops."
While the new apartments will
relieve Housing and Residence Life
of the immediatehousing problem,
long term projects are still under
consideration.
Romando Nash, director of
Housing and Residence Life is de-
termined to see the 12thand Cherry
project through.
"We shouldn'thave any students
in the lounges, nor three students in
a two person room andwe are work-
ing to resolve that issue," he said.
Many departments, includ-
ing Housing and Residence
Life, are facing possible finan-
cial cuts as their budget starts
to come under review for the next
fiscal year.
Toward the end ofwinter quar-
ter, both Facilities and Housing and
Residence Life will have a better per-
spective on the future construction
projects as they finalize theirbudgets
for the next fiscal year.
Corey can be reached at
blaustei@gma\l.com
Adam Collgaard TheSpectator
The developer working on Seattle University's 12th and Cherry project will have to postpone building apartments until 2011 or 2012.
Nation-wide coverage of college and student news
UC Berkeley professor
chosen for secretary
of energy
Courtesy UWire
Nobel Laureate and director
of Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory Steven Chu was nomi-
nated By President-elect Barack
Obama Monday to be Secretary of
Energy for the upcoming adminis-
tration, lab officials said.
Chu, who is also a molecu-
lar and cell biology professor at
UC Berkeley, has directed the lab
since 2004 and won the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1997. He is
known for his advocacy of re-
newable forms of energy and his
efforts to solve the problem of
global warming.
Many who workedwith Chu ex-
pressed enthusiasm over the pick.
"This is a game-changer,"
said Lynn Yarris, Acting Head of
Communications for the Lab, who
confirmed the nomination. "He is
oneof thoserare visionaries who ac-
tually knows what it takes to make
thevision come true. So I think it's
a great thing for the country."
If he accepts the position, he
will join UC Berkeley economics
professor Christina Romer, who
was nominated as the chair of the
Council of Economic Advisers on
Nov. 24.
Chu, who was flown to Chicago
upon returning to the U.S. from
Europe, could not be reached for
comment.
George Washington U
students rent out rooms for
inauguration
Courtesy of UWire
For George Washington
University junior Jessica Schwartz,
Jan. 20 is a great day to make mon-
ey. Her three-bedroom townhouse
on 25th and M streets is prime real
estate in D.C. s booming inaugura-
tion housing market.
I want to give people
who do not live in
D.C. the opportunity
to witness history.
Jessica Schwartz
George Washington University
With as many as four million
out-of-town visitors expected for
the presidential inauguration, stu-
dents are finding that people are
willing to pay diousands ofdollars
to stay in the city, giving those widi
extra room the opportunity to earn
some extra money. There are an es-
timated 95,000 hotel rooms in the
D.C. metropolitan area, most of
which are completely booked. But
widi a wealtJi ofprivate homes and
apartments, visitors are not yet out
of luck.
"I want to give people who do
not live in D.C. the opportunity
to witness history," Schwartz said.
"Renting out a room in my town-
housewill give them a place to stay,
not to mention also make me a lot
ofmoney."
Schwartz hopes to make about
$3,000 in two or three days, hous-
ing up to three people.
Some GW students may have
difficulty renting out their apart-
ments, however.
The Statesman apartment
building on 21st and F streets in-
formed residents last month that
renting to inauguration visitors is
prohibited.
"There have been some resident
questions about subletting apart-
ments within our community to
event attendees," community man-
ager Lisa Nanni said in a letter to
residents. "While this event is excit-
ing and will attract an enthusiastic
crowd, we ultimately care about
the safety and comfort of all our
residents."
Nanni said it is not safe to have
people staying in the building who
have not undergone background
checks.
Several people outside the
Foggy Bottom Metro Station last
week were advertising the site
Inauguralhomes.com, and there
are more than 1,000 inauguration
housing posts on Craigslist.
"We're renting out space in
our house as sort of a hostel situa-
tion," said a GW students post on
Craigslist, renting out space in a
three-bedroom house. "We're go-
ing to take in probably 10 people at
most to live with the people already
in the townhouse ... We're just try-
ing to get as many people into the
city as possible, and 2000 for a
weekend just seems ridiculous."
The post lists the price at $300 a
nightper person, while other posts
yield quite different results. One
post asks for $30,000 for six nights
in a brownstone in the Ledroit
Park neighborhood, and another
asks $50,000 for a seven-bedroom
home in Northwest D.C.
Seth Weinshel, director of GW
Housing, has also made it clear
that students in on-campus resi-
dence halls may not rent out their
rooms.
"Students are not permitted to
rent or sublet their space at any-
time, under the terms of the hous-
ing license agreement," Weinshel
said.
Housing announced a new
policy last month that students
will be required to register their
inauguration guests before Dec.
12 and "only those guests will be
allowed to stay in the room with
the student."
"A student is always responsible
for their guest, and a guest must be
escorted by the host at all time,"
Weinshel said. "If a student breaks
a policy, they can face judicial
action." «'
RIAA to quit filing suits
against students
Courtesy of the Daily Emerald
The Recording Industry
Association ofAmerica said lawsuits
are now a part of its past, as the or-
ganization is moving forward with
the development ofa new approach
to tackle online music piracy.
The RIAA said it will, however,
continue with suits already in prog-
ress, including suits filed against
university students. But the asso-
ciation said it will no longer send
universities prelitigation letters to
be forwarded to students.
Notices of violation of the
Digital Millennium Copyright
Act of 1998, or DMCA notices,
however, will continue to be for-
warded to universities, but they are
not preliminary steps of a lawsuit,
the RIAA said.
Students will no
longer be targeted.
In August, according to a state-
ment from the RIAA's Chairman
and CEO Mitch Bainwol, the
RIAA stopped initiating new law-
suits and began an approach in
which the tradegroup works di-
rectly with multiple leading U.S.
Internet service providers.
The RIAA declined to comment
on the specific ISPs it has formed
agreements with.
During the summer, the RIAA
also worked with New York
Attorney GeneralAndrew Cuomo,
who, according to Bainwol's state-
ment,suggested that the RIAA end
its lawsuit strategy and begin work-
ing directly with ISPs.
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et ceterapublicsafety
reports
Graffiti
December 27 7:30 a.m.
Public Safety discovered four
graffiti tags: One city light box at
11th & E. Madison; one 13th &
E. Cherry fence; one Logan field
fence; and one Murphy access
roadway curb. A clean up report
was filed with facilities.
Malicious Mischief
December 29 1:50 p.m.
Public Safety discovered the
two-foot sign panel in front of the
Connolly center cracked and bro-
ken, possibly kicked. A repair was
orderfiled with facilities.
Safety Assist
January 3rd 11:30 p.m.
A student called Public Safety re-
porting he had just come home
tofind thedoor to his off campus
rental standing open. Public Safe-
ty had the student leave theresi-
dence andassisted him reaching
Seattle Police Department. Police
searched the house and found
someone had entered by break-
ing a window. The student said
portable electronics were taken.
Public Safetyassisted the student
staying with a friend.
Safety Assist
January 4th 11:00 p.m.
Publifc Safety notified 911 that the
weight of wet snow had toppled
over a45-foot tree to within eight
feet of E. Cherry street.
Safety Assist
January 4th 11:30 p.m.
A student driving in the snow
was traveling too fast to turn on
E. Columbia and slid across the
sidewalk, ending up in the bushes
along the west side of Loyola.
Public Safety assisted with AAA
towing the vehicleback onto the
street. There wasno damage and
the student parked her vehicle in
the Broadway garage.
For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
Whats your New Year's Resolution?
JeffWinter
Library Technician
Danear Russell
Freshmen, Nursing Major
Courtney Shadder
Freshmen, History Major
Chase Clancy
Sophomore, International studies
Major
"Not particularly. I think it's betterto
make changes when they need to
be made rather than on a particular
calendar date."
"I don't have one. I actually don't know
because I haven't thought about
making one."
"Ugggh.. .it was to get up by 10 each
morning. So far, not happening."
"To stop smoking. I quit four times a
day."
Blog post of the week: Reluctantly
saying goodbye to the Seattle P-I
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief
It's a sad day for the people of
Puget Sound because the news will
soon no longer be in the P-I.
The newspaper announced
today that it will be up for sale
for 60 days, and in the absence
of a buyer, will either close the
doors for good or continue with
a very minimal online-only staff
producing for the Web. Under no
circumstances, the P-I reports, will
it continue in print.
For those who haven't been
foHowing the current state of
the newspaper industry, finding a
buyer for the P-I would be similar
to winning the lottery. The chanc-
es are just that bad.
The outlook for the quality of
journalismin Seattle is even worse.
Even if the Seattle Times man-
ages to work out its financial
woes—mind you, while reducing
it's coverage-then its quality will
be hurt by the lack ofcompetition.
And this, in addition to the non-
existent or reduced online P-I, will
only mean local government offi-
cials and othe,r organizations will
be held less accountable.
The sale also means plenty of
very talented journalists will be
out of jobs, with not many pros-
pects for new ones in journalism.
Which bodes horribly for me,
a junior-journalism and photog-
raphy student myself. I've done
very little in my free time since
hearing the news last night from
a colleague. In fact, I've been
staring(ironically) at seattlepi.
com for hours; I think I've read
nearly every story featured on the
front page.
This [~.]will only mean
local government
officials and other
organizations will be
held less accountable
I've also read (unfortunately)
many of the comments posted on
the Seattle P-I's coverage of its own
demise. Here are my responses to
what I've seen:
1) For all of you "I get the news
online" people, this will hurt you.
Even if the P-I keeps its Web edi-
tion alive, it will not be able to offer
the same comprehensive coverage.
To make matters worse, the death
of the P-I means the Associated
Press will lose not only a subscriber
who pays fees that support its op-
erations but a content provider as
well. The AP is responsible for so
much of the news you see, includ-
ing coverage on major networks or
local broadcast news.
2) For all of you "I read my
news on blogs" people, you don't
actually read much news that was
originally generated by the blog.
You read news reported by profes-
sionals at news organizations like
the P-I, which bloggers typically re-
hash (just like I'm doing now) and
maybe provide a link to. Another
newspaper gone is another source
lost for bloggers. And for those
bloggers who do generate news
content, how much of it is inves-
tigative? How many of*them have
connections at major employers in
the area? How many file records
requests or even know how? How
many listen to the emergencyscan-
ner? How many can drop their day
job to go cover what is happening
in their neighborhood? How many
can cover all the beats that a large
newsroom can? And how many
know how to write well? How
many can make powerful images
that tell a story and are beautiful?
(By the way, the Seattle P-I leads
the way in the Puget Sound area
with the most informative collec-
tion ofstaffand reader blogs.)
3) To all of you "Good, the
Seattle P-I was so liberal" people:
And your alternatives aren't liberal,
either? Childish comebacks aside,
a newspaper is not defined by the
leanings of its editorial pages. It's
defined by its truth, accountability
and professionalism in reporting.
The P-I offered this at a level you
will not see in most other local me-
dia outlets.
4) To all ofyou who have taken
this as a chance to degrade the P-I
and the good people who work
there: These are real people los-
ing real livelihoods, and that is no
laughing matter.
As Michele Murray, assis-
The outlook for the
quality of journalism in
Seattle is even worse.
tant vice president for Student
Development, said to me this
tnorning, now is not the time to
lose our professional journalists
and our outstanding newspapers.
Not in the beginning of a recession.
Not in year with upcoming local
elections. Not with a crucial leg-
islative session opening soon. Not
with budget shortfalls in all levels
of government. Not now.
But sadly, I think 2009 will
prove itself to be the year of the
death of newspapers.
This one (cross my fingers),
however, is not going anywhere.
To see a video of Hearst
President Steven Swartz addressing
the Seattle P-I newsroom, check
out Josh's post online at blog.su-
spectator.com.
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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Faces of Division I: Spotlighting the starting fivefromKeyArena
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor
Shaun Burl wears numberfive in honor of a Bay Areahoops legend, Jason Kidd.
The 6-foot-l-inch point guard
averages 6.6 points per game and
shoots 79 percent from the char-
ity stripe. Burl's been with Seattle
University all four years, and he's
the most tenured Redhawk in the
starting five. He led the Berkeley
High Yellowjackets to the NorCal
regional championship. In the re-
gional championship match they
lost to former UC Berkeley star
and current Celtic Leon Powe and
Oakland Technical High School.
His favorite moment at Seattle
U was playing Kentucky at Rupp
Arena inLexington, Kent, in front
of20,096, approximately 20 times
the maximum capacity ofConnolly
Center, and almost four times
more than the Jan. 1 game against
Loyola Marymount.
"Playing in an atmosphere like
that is something I'll never forget,"
Burl says.
Burl came to Seattle U for play-
ing time and a full scholarship.
He considered walking on to UC
Berkeley and a half scholarship to
Saint Mary's, a WCC school. After
graduation he hopes to pursue
graduate schools for sports admin-
istration at UC Berkeley, University
ofSan Francisco or Seattle U.
Leading the Redhawk's of-fense is junior Chris Gweth.The 6-foot-1-inch shoot-
ing guard averages 12 points per
game and shoots 44 percent from
beyond the arc. In his junior year
at Hillsboro High School his team
played Oak Hills Academy in the
Les Schwab Invitational. Oak
Hills featured a young man named
Kevin Durant, who went on to star
at the University ofTexas and was
the number two NBA draft pick
in 2007.
"I'm pretty sure he dunked on
me at least once," Gweth says,
laughing. "One was a tip-dunk."
Gweth loves the D-I transition
because the competition level has
risen. He's considering further-
ing his education to a master's
degree in international business
or marketing.
The three-spot belongs toMike Boxley. At 6-feet-5-inches, 215 pounds, Boxley
can work down low and swing
outside for a jumper. The junior
from Mountlake Terrace, Wash.,
and the high school of the same
name, credits his game to his older
brother Seamus who played at
Portland State.
"He's shown me the true love for
the game," Boxley says. "When you
respect the game, the game always
gives back."
Head men's basketball coach Joe
Callero recruited Boxley during his
senior year when the Hawks fin-
ished third in the Washington Class
4A State Championship. Boxley
said he came to Seattle U because
he was looking for a great educa-
tion and wanted to play for Coach
Callero. Number 32 in high school,
Boxley wanted a fresh start in his
freshmen year at Seattle U, so he
asked for double zero, 00. Callero
agreed on one condition: He had
to name one NBA player who
wore double zero. Without hesita-
tion he answered: Robert Parish,
the Big Chief, of Boxley s favorite
NBA team, the Boston Celtics.
That year the Redhawks won the
GNAC Championship and went to
theregional tournament. His major
is in journalism, and he aspires to
enter broadcasting or start coaching
after he graduates in 2010.
Grabbingboards and boxingout in the post is Michael
"J.R." Wright. If there's
such a thing as an enforcer in bas-
ketball, J.R. is it. At 6-feet-5-inches,
225 pounds, he is the most visibly
tattooed Redhawk, sports a fresh
Mohawk and plays with the tenac-
ity of Charles Barkley minus the
personal issues. He transferred from
Pierce Community College, where
he first played organized basketball.
After being spotted by Callero, who
was there to watch a player from the
opposing team, Callero contacted
Wright and offered him a chance
to play at Seattle U. He calls his
mom and dad his basketball heroes
and is hoping to play overseas. If
that doesn't work out, he plans to
enter into the field of sociology. He
shared Burl's collegiate highlight
playing against Kentucky.
"I never played in front ofthat
many people coming out of com-
munity college," Wright says.
You won't hear his full namecalled out on the court. Theteam just calls him "A.P."
Austen Powers couldn't be more
different than the movie character
of the same name. To start with,
he's from Glendale, Ariz. His teeth
are white and straight. Oh yeah,
he's 6-foot-8-inches, and weighs
230 pounds. Powers' hoops hero is
Amare Stoudamire of the Phoenix
Suns. It shows as he works the
low post and hits the boards to
average almost 12 points and
six rebounds.
He started his collegiate career
at Cal State Northridge and with
a different number. Powers trans-
ferred to Seattle U with his old
number, 42, after contacting Seattle
U coaches and speaking with his
friend and former teammate Ricky
Berry, who did not return this year.
While playing high school ball at
Ironwood in Glendale, he led his
team to win its conference and ad-
vance to the Final Four in the 5A
state tournament. He'sconsidering
graduate school in sports adminis-
tration at the same schools as Burl
but would love to continue playing
basketball. His favorite part ofplay-
ing at Seattle U is the travel.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt
The historic starting five led the men's basketball team in a victory over Loyola Marymount Jan. 1 at the Ki
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the KeyArena in front of 4,000 students, faculty and alumni.
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ley, forward
tofgoseattieu.comBurl, guard
Sport life proves to be consuming
Katie Farden
Walking in the shoes of a Seattle University athlete from breakfast to dinner and everything in between for a day
Senior Staff Writer
Nathan Freeman sits relaxed in an
overstuffed green Starbucks armchair.
One foot resting up on his knee, his
hands are clasped loosely in his lap
and his shoulders are rolled back.
Clad in a gray sweatshirt and jeans,
Freeman might be easily mistaken for
any other studentat Seattle U. Except
unlike most students, Freeman is
wearing rubber flip-flops in January.
Also unlike most students,
Freeman rose from his bed in his
Murphy Apartment at 8:30 a.m. last
Saturday, a morning he spent pre-
paring for an afternoon swim meet
against Whitworth University.
Off to C-Street for an early break-
fast of Naked Juice, cereal and fruit,
he knew he would need to keep the
next few hours free to mentally focus
on the competition.
Welcome to the world of a Seattle
University student athlete.
Around 12:15 p.m., an hour and
fifteen minutes prior to the start of
the competition, Freeman heads to
the pool for pre-meet team meeting
led by his coach, Craig Mallery.
"Our coach will tell us who will
be good on the other team, and
which one of us will need to step it
up and take down that guy," Freeman
says. "We get really pumped up,
really psyched."
Usually I sneak in lunch
as I'm walking from
practice to class.
Andrew Miron
JuniorSwimmer
Freeman said the way each swim-
mer prepares for her or his race on a
meet day varies greatly.
"Everyone has their own routine
to get ready for a meet," Freeman
says. "That's why we do individual,
not team, warm-ups. We all do our
own thing"
Freeman, for example, says he nev-
er eats eggs for breakfast on the day of
a meet. "I think they are justno good
for swimming."
Freeman added his personal pre-
race routine also used to include tak-
ing a "power-gel" (an electrolyte sup-
plement), putting his sweatshirt hood
up and sitting down directly in front
ofhis lane to visualize his race.
Freeman, a senior political science
major, is a one of Seattle U's four se-
nior swimmers. He swims the short
distance 200-meter race.
A student athlete for his entire
undergraduate career, Freeman ran
for Seattle U's Cross Country team
in his freshmen, sophomore and ju-
nior years.
Freeman explained student athletes
typically spend 20 hours each week
preparing for competition days.
Filled with practices at the crack
of dawn, hour-long weight lifting
sessions, meals on-the-go and team
meetings, athletics often consume
the days of these Seattle U stu-
dents, says Andrew Miron, a junior
electrical engineering major and fel-
low swimmer.
In addition to 5:30 to 7:00 a.m.
daily practices, Miron also lifts
weights until 8:30 a.m. several week-
day mornings.
"Usually I sneak in lunch as I'm
walking from practice to class," Miron
says, who attends all ofhis classes from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. each day.
After class, it is back in the pool
from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m for anoth-
er grueling two hours of swimming.
Miron says most nights, he usually
consumes a "monster dinner" around
5:30 p.m. It is the only meal Miron
sits down to eat.
"It is really important to have a
few hours at night to unwind," Miron
says. "You need time for yourself when
swimming is the last thing you're
thinking about."
Freeman said the swim team's train-
ing trip to Palm Springs, Calif, over
winter break this year was filled with
both strenuous practices and ample
time to relax. The team swam for three
hours, lifted weights for an hour, and
rode stationary bikes for 45 minutes
each day.
"After practice one of the guys usu-
ally gets a big grill going and we all
just relax," Freeman says.
He added the team spent their
evenings playing cards, napping,
tossing around a Frisbee, or playing
X-Box 360.
Freeman said the strong bonds he
has made with his teammates this
year was one of the highlights to be-
ing a student athlete. He said that the
team always sits together at C-Street
for dinner.
Kelsey Johnson, a Seattle U golfer
and freshmen international business
major, says forming friendships with
her fellow golfers helped smooth
her transition from high school
to college.
"I'm probably closest to my team-
mates," Johnson says. "During wel-
come week I was mostly golfing, so
sometimes I feel like I missed out on
meeting people. But I'mreally appre-
ciative of the relationships I've made
on the golf team."
Taking a full load ofcourses, how-
ever, student athletes don't always
have as much time for leisure activity
with their friends to recover from an
exhausting practice.
Erin Engelhardt, assistant athletic
director, said that the athletic depart-
ment tries to provide all Seattle U ath-
letes with a good understanding of
their responsibility to balance school
and sport from the start.
Engelhardt added, however, that a
student-athlete often feels drained at
the height of her or his sport season.
"If you ask someone on the swim
team or the basketball team right now
if they feel balanced and they'll with-
out a doubt say no," she says.
Joe Callero, Seattle U's men
basketball coach stressed the large
blocks of time his players must com-
mit to school and to basketball.
Starting mid-October, Callero says,
the men's basketball team practices
for a solid three hours each day, six
days a week.
"Occasionally they'll get two days
off for a weekend, but that's very rare,"
he says.
The coaches take about 30 min-
utes off the daily practice time, each
month after October Callero says, but
by February the team's practices still
run 90 minutes to an hour.
Occasionally they'll
get two days off
for a weekend, but
that's very rare.
Joe Callero
Men's Basketball Coach
Callero, who played guard for the
Central Washington University's mens
basketball team as an undergraduate,
said he understood the level of stress
involved in being a student athlete.
"The most difficult part is the
physical drain," he says. "I think
the physical consumption on the
athletes is far greater than the time
consumption."
Callero said devoting time to
homework is one difficulty student
athletes face.
"When you go to class, and then
work out, hungry all the while, you
go home and a nap is sounding
pretty good at that point," Callero
says. "It does make it hard to
study sometimes."
Despite the difficultyof balancing
academics and basketball, however,
Callero says he holds his players to
high academic standards. If their GPAs
fall below a 3.0, he requires his players
to attend 7 a.m. study sessions.
"You can have it both," Callero
says. "You can be very successful as a
student and very successful as an ath-
lete." The men's basketball team's GPA
average is close to a 3.0.
Johnson says she thought she man-
aged her first quarter of college as a
student-athlete well.
"Fall quarter didn't really seem that
hard," she says. "And I think that if
anything, my procrastination caused
my stress, not golf."
Engelhardt says athletes hold the
same potential to be successful stu-
dents at Seattle U as the rest of the
undergraduate student body.
"Some of them find other things,
like clubs, outside of their sport to
be involved in," she says. "Others just
focus on school and sport and that's
what they excel at."
Katie can be reached at fardenk@
seattleu.edu
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Bottlenosed, not bottlenecked
Taylor Olson
Bassist Nick Kirschner displays musical versatility as a surf-rock psychobilly space-rock wunderkind
Staff Writer
Nick Kirschner, a senior jour-
nalism major at Seattle University,
has been making music since he
was 10 years old. He started with
the bass guitar and, lacking the fi-
nancial means to do so on his own,
he got his first upright bass at the
age of 15 with the help ofhis older
brother.
We do whatever
we want to do.
It's a lot of fun.
Nick Kirschner
Bassist, Wages Of Sin
"My brother was my credit
card," Kirschner says. "I paid him
[for the bass] every month."
Now, Kirschner plays the up-
right bass in two bands, Season
of Nightmares and Wages of Sin.
Season of Nightmares got their
start in Seattle during Kirschner's
senior year of high school. It's a
three part psychobilly rock band
(drums, bass and guitar) with an
emphasis on rock.
Seasons of Nightmares has
done full national tours and has
also played in Canada, Mexico,
Germany and Spain.
Kirschner's other band, Wages
of Sin, is a six-piece band also
based in Seattle. They have just re-
leased their second album, "Gringo
Mariachi." Kirschner describes
their sound as Appalachian death
polka and punk rock sea shanties.
"We do whatever we want to
do," Kirschner says. "It's a lot of
fun."
Kirschner also assists in man-
aging the Bottlenose Koffins, a
Seattle University band that played
at Quadstock 2008. Another one
of his musical endeavors includes
traveling to the Bay Area to play a
few shows with the Phenomenauts;
Kirschner says they are the world's
bravest space band.
"They travel the universe,"
Kirschner says. "They're the carrier
of rock and roll throughout the
galaxies."
This trip might mean the pos-
sibility ofKirschner's permanent
presence as the upright bass player
in this unique band based out of
Oakland, Calif.
Kirschner is also working with
other bands to start a co-op record
label. The project is called GBCre-
cords and they are working to cre-
ate a do-it-yourself label. Everyone
under the label will help out with
album artwork, promotions and
tours.
"There are no signatures, not
even a handshake," Kirschner says.
"We want to eliminate the money
making machine."
Kirschner says he would like
to be able to sustain himself as a
musician.
"If I could feed myselfand pay
rent off of playing music, I'd be
happy to be able to do that through
my 20's," Kirschner says.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
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Nick Kirschner, aka Brock Huntington, rocks the bass in the name
of Gojiraat 2008's Quadstock with his band, The Bottlenose Koffins.
Guitarist grows from
cafes to Quadstock
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Steve Allen had only played at
small venues in his hometown of
Sheridan, Wyo. before his band,
The Revelators, won the Seattle
University Battle of the Bands.
Their prize was a place on the stage
at Quadstock 2008.
"Winning was a great honor,"
Allen says. "It was nice seeing peo-
ple enjoy what we work so hard at."
Allen, guitarist and vocalist for
The Revelators, describes the expe-
rience of playing at Quadstock as
interesting. Fellow bandmate and
drummer Paul Goode, a junior
creative writing major, was sick
at the time of their performance.
Although playing the show was a
little rough, Allen says they had a
great time playing on a big stage.
Allen, a junior sociology major,
met Goode his freshmen year when
they lived on the same floor.
"We discovered we were both
interested in blues, rock and punk
music," Allen says. "We got togeth-
er for the sole purpose ofperform-
ing at Battle of the Bands."
And so The Revelators were
born. Allen cites Led Zeppelin, The
Rolling Stones, and Jack White of
The White Stripes as major influ-
ences in his musical life as well as
for The Revelators.
"Another very influential artist
and a main reason I started play-
ing music is Dave Matthews," Allen
says. Allen first started playing the
guitar about six years ago.
Before working with Goode,
Allen released a solo album titled
"The Season So Far." He recorded
all eight songs in three days with
the help ofan independent record
label looking for artists, and pressed
60 copies of the record on CD.
Since the release of the album, all
60 have been sold.
All of our music is
fast, aggressive,
distorted and loud.
Steve Allen
Guitarist, The Revelators
Allen says his goals include
being more focused and having
a better idea of what he wants to
produce.
"I'd like to construct an album
that flows, with more coherence,"
Allen says. "And also something
that is more complex or layered."
When writing songs, Allen
is looking to incorporate more
themes like politics.
The Revelators are atso looking
to possibly add another member.
Allen believes it is important they
find a bassist so they can explore
playing slower music.
"All ofour music is fast, aggres-
sive, distorted and loud," Allen
notes. "Finding a bassist is impor-
tant to bring variety to our music."
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey TheSpectator
Guitarist Steve Allen ofThe Revelators dazzles his audience with his shredding at last year's Band Wars.
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Canary Sing: tweet to the beat
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
Hollis Wong bounds onto the
stage of Chop Suey on a recent
Friday night clad in a navy blue
Seattle University sweatshirt and
pigtails. Madeleine Clifford struts
out just as casually in high-top
sneakers and a gray hoodie with
"Washington Huskies" printed on
the chest.
Microphones waving in the air,
the women greet the packed club
with grins and toss No. 2 Pencils
from the back oftheir jean pockets
into the crowd.
Canary Sing, Wong and
Clifford's two-year-old hip-hop
project, is as funky, energetic and
original as the first impression these
performers give off.
A mix of fast-paced rhymes
spews over up-tempo beats in many
of Canary Sings tracks.A few songs
in and the crowd is already pulsing
with energy.
"Our style is definitely west
coast, and very influenced by free-
styling and the playfulness ofrhym-
ing," says Wong, a senior history
major atSeattle U. "We value an el-
ement offun, and that's evidenced
in our stage show."
Clifford adds that she andWong
each embody musical styles that
compliment one another.
"Mystyle is raw and sultry while
Hollis has a more joyful, urgent ca-
denceand stage presence," Clifford
says.
Clifford also says although
Canary Sing has a playful sound,
their lyrics also address important
issues.
"The content that we share," she
says, "involves a lot of intersection
in terms of race, class, gender and
the realm of sexual politics."
Wong also points out Canary
Sing's music holds significant
messages.
"We're inherently political, we
try to face issues we see in our daily
lives," she says.
Wong says she and Clifford
began writing hip-hop music in
2006, after they performed at
NDIYOG—an all female Filipino
women's liberation project.
Since then, Canary Sing has
performed at Seattle U, University
of Washington and many local
fundraisers.
"It's been really cool because
we've been asked to do all of our
shows," Wong says.
Wong also recalled one of her
most memorable performances
was opening for poet and spo-
ken word artist Saul Williams at
Bumbershoot last summer.
"I think that is what
Bumbershoot is really all about,
merging the local Seattle artists
with the famous ones," she says.
Canary Sing will be performing
at an anti-war rally on Inauguration
Day in downtown Seattle. Their
next club show will be on Feb. 1
at Couture.
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Hollis Wong brings her "west coast hip-hop" to Chop Suey Jan. 9.
Student musicians unite through shared passion
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
Students and faculty at Seattle
University are known for being a
creative bunch, and are provided
with artistic and literary groups
like Fragments and Artsideout
with which to express themselves.
But while some occupy themselves
with photography, visual art, or lit-
erature, others employ their talents
musically.
"I would have to say student
musicians are mainly hard work-
ing and shy," says Susan Palmer,
adjunct professor and GuitarClub
adviser. "We have a lot ofgood mu-
sicians here and they're getting bet-
tereach quarter that I'm here, and a
lot ofthem still feel like they're not
ready to get out and perform, but I
think they're ready."
As the advisor of the Guitar
Club, Palmer has made it her
personal mission to help any stu-
dent guitar player who wants to
perform gigs in Seattle.
"I hope to be a resource to
help them be able to do that," says
Palmer. "One reason I was excited
about becoming the Guitar Club
advisor is that I want to have all
the guitar players on campus know
each other and network and sup-
port each other."
Seattle U musicians have toyed
with making music from a variety
of genres, but there are some art-
ists who are still exploring the in-
termingling ofdifferent styles in an
attempt to create sounds all their
own.
"If I had to give you an idea [of
the music I make] through bands
it would be like OfMontreal and
MGMT," says Damian Peterson,
senior drama major. "It's really
beat based, kind of like hip-hop
beats, but it has a poppy sound,
sometimes an eerie sound, or a
goofy sound."
Peterson is the frontman of
a group known as the Keifer
Sutherband, which he occasionally
works on with his brothers.
"We've done two hip-hop al-
bums and we did an album that
was 12 songs that were 12 differ-
ent genres that we were parody-
ing—but they weren't jokes," says
Peterson.
Other students have taken
pains to learn more than one in-
strument in order to perfect their
songwriting.
"I've played guitar and bass for
the longest, but I started singing
when I got to college and singing
is very addicting too," says Arman
Birang, junior electrical engineer-
ing and math major.
Though guitar is Birang's first
love, he experiments often with
new instruments. "Sometimes
I really just get the urge to play
drums, mainly to bang on things,"
he said.
Birang has been a part of nu-
merous bands, opening for groups
like The Divorce, Vendetta Red,
and Joy Electric while in high
school and moving on to numer-
ous projects at Seattle U.
"None of them have really lasted
too long, but they were mainly kind
of like hard rock," says Birang, "but
the groups I've been starting up
lately with have been like metal."
Birang plans on applying to
SEAC s Battle of the Bands, which
is accepting applications through
Jan. 21. He has also has created a
Facebook group dedicated to help-
ing Seattle U musicians network
with one another. »
Other student musicians have a
less eclectic but more focused musi-
cal style.
"I like to listen to anything that
catches my ear, really," says Andrew
Fontana, junior environmental
studies major. "I really like people
like Iron AndWine, Joni Mitchell,
Sufjan Stevens, so I guess my music
probably sounds a lot like them."
Fontana has been a regular per-
former at Seattle U's various open
mics, finding his niche among his
fellow students.
"I think it's really cool when
other kids come out to support
each other. It's cool to see," says
Fontana.
Despite the various back-
grounds and musical interests of
Seattle U's student musicians, they
are all united by a love of their craft.
"There's really nothing that
people in Guitar Club have in
common except that they all love
guitar," says Palmer.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Man Party make eclectic music
aimed at fun-oriented fan base
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
After Seattle University band
"Man Party" played a show in
Vancouver 8.C., where everything
that could go wrong did—synthe-
sizer failures, a late start, and being
forced to play only five songs—a
critic reviewing the show still gave
them praise, saying they sounded
like "A mixture of Daft Punk,
Jack Black, and Flight of The
Conchords."
When asked to describe their
own sound, band member Andrew
Zelman throws around several
genres including "synth rock,"
"sheer awesomeness," and "kind of
like early Beatles."
Regardless ofgenres, one thing
is clear: Man Party is making mu-
sic aimed at having as much fun
as possible,
Man Party describe
their music as part
synth rock, part
early Beatles.
The band is composed offour
current and former Seattle U
students: Brad Ervin, Andrew
Zelman, Alex Williams and Eric
Wiesenhutter, who all met in
theirresidence hall freshman year.
Starting off as a metal band, they
got their name when Weisenhutter
pointed out that they go to a school
with a 2-1 ratio offemales to males,
butstill always hang out in a group
ofseven dudes and one girl.
Man Party eventually decided
to take their music in a more elec-
tronic direction, and played their
first show last year at SEAC's Battle
of the Bands. Since then, they've
played dozens ofshows around the
area and are working on booking
their "dream show" at Neumos,
opening for local rap trio Mad Rad.
Their debut EP "The Tiger
•Game" is a mix of rock and elec-
tronic music similar to groups like
Ratatat and MGMT, but with
their own twist.Ervin brings his
love of death metal to the guitar
riffs, which blare through the Korgs
like a Mastadon solo. They are also
working on their first full-length,
due later this year.
Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
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Man Party combine guitar solos and synth linesto make dance rock.
The members constantly swap instruments during live performances.
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Oddfellows instills new flare in failing building
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
The immediate atmosphere
upon entering Capitol Hill's new-
est cafe and bar, Oddfellows, is one
of distinct Seattle flavor.
Since its opening roughly three
weeks ago, it is already apparent
that Seattle hipsters have found yet
another local gathering place. There
are more skinny jeans, thick black
rimmed glasses and Apple users per
square foot than anywhere else in
the city—and that's saying a lot.
Forget Vita, Online
Coffee Co. or Victrola;
Oddfellows is set
to replace them.
Oddfellows is located in the his-
toric Oddfellows Hall, home ofthe
Century Ballroom. The Hall has
had a long history with local art-
ists but most recently was put in the
limelight when it was sold in 2007
to developer Redside Partners LLC,
the same management company
responsible for the Trace Lofts on
12th and Madison. After the sale,
there were immediate fears that the
space—a building that once hosted
A 1 Gore and served as a backdrop
for several scenes in the movie "10
Things 1Hate AboutYou"—would
be yet another victim to Seattle's
gentrification and condominium
boom. But rather than a wrecking
ball, the complex received upgrades
and still stands—a new beacon of
hope for the historic halls longevity.
The cafe was co-created by local
bar entrepreneur Linda Derschang
and Chef Ericka Burke of the
Volunteer Park Cafe.
The space itself is reminiscent
of a European pub and ideal for
people-watching—inside or out of
the large windows. With tall ceil-
ings, low lighting and a generally
open atmosphere, the cafe is un-
pretentious and accessible.
The cafe is a mixture of new-
age industrial decor coupled with
rustic overtones, all with an old
Americana-vibe. It is shabby-chic
meets 19th century colonial apoth-
ecary, a seemingly odd mixture that
works.
* Seattle University students can
rejoice at Oddfellows' presence.
Forget Vita, Online Coffee Co.
or Victrola; Oddfellows is bound
to become the next Sunday night
homework spot for Seattle U
students.
Not only do they offer
Stumptown coffee and an assort-
ment of drinks (and tea from
the Hill's popular Remedy Teas),
they also serve ambitious and el-
egant comfort foods at a reason-
able price—something not often
achieved by some of the wannabe
hip, Seattleite cafes around the hill.
The fusion of
offerings provided by
Oddfellows offers a
flawless experience.
An added perk is Oddfellows
free and fast wireless Internet con-
nection. Unlike Vita's snail-like
connection, Oddfellows gets you
connected quickly and easily.
The food, at least for a starv-
ing, money-tight college student,
is one of the more immediate sells
of this new establishment.
The menu is located on an
old brick wall adjacent to
two eerie yet artistically
effective 19th century
photographs ofa man and
women. Though not an
abundant menu, it fits well
into the coffee shop vibe.
From a braised, pulled
pork sandwich to a roasted
beet and pear salad, the
cafe offers simple yet dis-
tinctly upscale food.
The best thing about the
selection is the typical meal
at Oddfellows won't set
the diner back more than
$10. The cafe also offers a
wide selection ofvegetarian
options.
The BLT sandwich with
avocado was especially tasty
at only $8 and served with
a pickle. It was simple
and good, easy to eat and
elegant.
Oddfellows is as easy
as that. At no point does
it feel as if it's something
it's not.
The fusion of a quiet
coffee shop, a late-night
bar and a quaint cafe at
Oddfellows offers a flaw-
less experience for the lo-
cal Seattle cafe-aficionado
crowd.
Oddfellows is open
from 7 to 2a.m., and turns
into a bar-only establish-
ment at midnight.
As far as food is con-
cerned, a light breakfast is
served until 11 a.m. after
which full food service is
offered until midnight.
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
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Located under the Century Ballroom, Oddfellows is an all-hours cafe that
caters to every kind of crowd, from Capitol Hill hipsters to domestic diners.
Animal Collective funnel pop through 'Pavilion'
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor
At the beginning of their musi-
cal career, Animal Collective made
awful music; if it was meant to
be listened to, it was only to test
the endurance and patience of its
listeners. The band seemed to ac-
knowledge their inadequacy as mu-
sicians however, and to compensate
for their subpar output, they simply
performed every oneof their shows
wearing animal masks. They made
up for their lack of talent with an
obnoxious gimmick which, for bet-
ter or worse, got people interested
in what they were doing.
The band's loop-
based delivery is
syrupy without
being overdone.
However, after three records
ranging in quality from medio-
cre to downright awful, Animal
Collective "got the hang" of mak-
ing weird music, and their strange
and druggy psychedelia changed
shape, becoming a kind ofgooey,
hyper-synthetic pop music full of
nonsensical lyrics about kittens and
"the other side of takeout" being
"mildew on rice."
The band's last LP, 2006's
"Strawberry Jam," found Animal
Collectiveembracing nearly univer-
sal critical acclaim, and the record
as a whole was their most consis-
tent work to date. From the open-
ing noise freak-out "Peacebone"
to the preschooler anthem closer
"Derek," "Strawberry Jam" was a
record that pushed the envelope of
modern music; most of the album
was created using synthesizers and
samplers, but somehow its beats
and melodies always felt organic
and human and accessible.
On their latest record
"Merriweather Post Pavilion,"
Animal Collective have continued
torefine their computerized art pop
to a degree where it can now be
safely said that Animal Collective
simply sound like themselves and
no one else.
The record was wildly antici-
pated, and was released Jan. 6 on
vinyl, with a CD release pending
on Jan. 20; in the city of Seattle,
everyvinyl copy of"Merriweather"
shipped to record stores was sold
out by 5:00 p.m. Jan. 6. For an in-
die band whose end goal is hardly
to get people of all varieties to listen
to their music, their first day record
sales—on vinyl, nonetheless—
should alone prove the quality of
their latest LP.
Animal Collective have
figured out how to
make music sound
like eating candy.
"Merriweather" is an album
with a structure as intriguing as
its sound; though every track on
the record is nearly flawless, its
two emotionaland cathartic peaks
come respectively after an awk-
ward, disarming introduction and
at the very end.
Opener "In The Flowers" is a
childish dance track that waltzes
the listener into "My Girls," the
album's standout and potentially
the greatest Animal Collective
song ever created. For a band whose
most poignant line on "Strawberry
Jam" was the quip "Bulimic veg-
etarian wins weight contest," it's
a song with surprisingly down-
to-earth lyrics; penned by Noah
"Panda Bear" Lennox, the track is
about his desire to live as a good
father and husband, and thechorus
reads touchingly as both a plea and
a promise. Lennox quips, "I don't
mean to seem like I care about ma-
terial things / like a social status / I
justwant four walls and adobe slabs
/ for my girls," and co-frontman
Dave "Avey Tare" Portner harmo-
nizes with Lennox throughout the
track in a voice that sounds equal
parts helium and halcyon.
The vocal interplay between
Portner and Lennox account for
much of the improvement on
"Merriweather" over the already
fabulous "Strawberry Jam;" the two
singers bounce their lyrical contri-
butions off ofeach other, and their
voices blend together into indistin-
guishable, reverb-coated melodies
that tug at the heartstrings without
having to actually say anything.
Closing track "Brothersport"
provides the second and ultimate
peak on the record. Again, Lennox
and Portner's duelingvocals bounce
like a pingpong ball from ear to ear,
and the instrumental background
they patter over is equal parts
African drum circle and Spanish
dance hall. "Brothersport" is a
testament to Animal Collective's
versatility; it proves they can make
a song blending dozens of influ-
ences work justas well—ifnot bet-
ter than—the tried and true three
chordsongs that have allowed radio
rock bands to be successful for the
last 30 years.
On "Merriweather Post
Pavilion," Animal Collective have
somehow figured out a way to
make music that sounds like eat-
ing candy with one's ears, but their
syrupy delivery is neitheroverdone
nor repetitive; they can build three-
second melody loops into seven
minute songs without sounding
stale, and they can sing about silly
subjects with the innocence and
sincerity of a child and the poise
and passion of an academic.
Given its release date, calling
"Merriweather" the best album of
2009 would be trite, but in terms
of independent music, it is hands
down one of the best "records to
emerge this decade.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Skaters roll from low-budget to high-end style
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
Skateboarding fashion has gone
high-end. In die beginnings ofskat-
ing culture, ripped jeans and Band-
Aids looked pretty good while
doing a double kickflip off some
library steps. But lately the skate
culture, previously synonymous
widi teenagers and a rebellious at-
titude towardauthority and the su-
perficial, has become synonymous
with the GQ lifestyle. Boutique
shops are springing up all around
Seattle, providing "Skate Couture"
for fashion sawy buyers and skat-
ers who want to look good doing a
50/50 grind down a railing.
The history of the skate fashion
movement is unsure from source
to source but it is undeniable that
fashion is an important part ofskat-
ing culture.
GOODS, located on Pike
Street, is one of the stylish bou-
tiques that offers expensive clothing
to skate in, or wear for the sake of
skating fashion. Jay Clark, one of
the stores sales associates, has seen
the transformation of the skate
movement from the surf culture
to its present state as an economic
powerhouse, generating millions of
dollars in revenue.
"The skate movement hasalways
been about fashion," Clark said,
and due to its mainstream success
as a legitimate sport, functionality
is justas important as style. For ex-
ample, Nike SB invests millions of
dollars into skate boarding, creating
products thatprovide what skating
demands, Clark added.
According to Clark, the street/
skate fashion movement started
in 1994 with the New York Skate
shop Supreme, which started to
manufacture its own lines of cloth-
ing to sell in its store.
The idea soon took off as other
skate shops around the country
started to make their own tee
shirts and hats. As art technol-
ogy got better, artists were able to
move into graphic design without
much experience in the field, and
soon, the shirts sold at skate shops
were designed by not only artists
but also skaters, fueling the fashion
movement even more. With the in-
troduction ofTony Hawk and the
commercialization of skateboard-
ing, the public caught on to the
trend.
"Skateboarding is particularly
individual," Clark said, "and the
fashion correlates with that. There
are many different styles of skate
fashion."
Jen Vertz, manager of Upper
Playground, a skate shop in the
University District, agrees there
is a unique individuality in skate-
boarding culture. While GOODS
focuses on providing clothing
to the fashionable skater, Upper
Playground caters to the artistic
skater.
"Art and skating is fashion these
days. Graffiti and skating have a
strong tie in history," Vertz said.
Upper Playground was created
in San Francisco to provide a way
for skaters and graffiti artists to get
their work into the public. The
store prints artists' work on shirts
that are then sold.
"It provides a way for average
kids to get a piece ofart from their
favorite artists without having to
shell out $15,000 for the actual
work," Vertz explained.
But the street wear movement
has even expanded from affordable
artand fashion to incredibly expen-
sive. Pharrell Williams has released
two lines of street wear aimed at
the wealthy consumer. "Billionaire
Boys Club" and "Ice Cream" boast
music inspired street/skate wear
that can burn a hole in any college
students wallet, withT-shirts start-
ing at $90.
While these types ofline are get-
ting more press, the majority ofthe
new wave ofskate "boutiques" still
offer decently priced and uniquely
designed fashion and skate accesso-
ries. Capital Hills, 35th North pro-
vides attire for the hardcore skater.
While the store does carry some of
the high-end street/skate fashion,
Charles Donaldson, a sales associ-
ate, said those who areactively skat-
ing don't get into it.
"A hardcore skater will not pay
90 bucks for a T-shirt," Donaldson
said.
Corey can be reached at
blaustei@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai TheSpectator
Located in the University District, Upper Playground is a "Skate Couture" shop dedicatedto promoting Poth
fashion and theartists who create and admire it with a gallery displaying local artwork built into the shop.
For Reels: Movies examined through the Wire
Miller's The Spirit' a
lifeless, lousy affair
The abysmal quality ofFrank
Millers "The Spirit" is surprising,
considering his expertise in comic
book-based projects; for those of
you who are unaware, Miller is
the writer behind such works as
"Sin City" and "300," and he
directed and produced the film
adaptations of both works. So,
why did Millers version of "The
Spirit"—which tells the story
of the titular masked vigilante
(Gabriel Macht) out to find the
source of his superhuman abili-
ties—go so horribly wrong?
Essentially, it seems as though
Miller mishandled his source ma-
terial. "The Spirit" was originally
written in 1940 by Will Eisner,
and the material shows its age on
account of Miller's inability to
rework written lines for spoken
word. Due to Millers mismanage-
ment, the film, which could have
been an entertaining and over-
the-top romp, became an hour-
and-a-half example of the bad
kind of camp, which consists of
individuals delivering their lines
in a tone as flat as the pages on
which they were born.
"The Spirit" also features
one ofthe worst representations
of women in recent memory,
with its inclusion of Sand Saref
(Eva Mendes) as a gold digger
who photocopies her ass during
monologues and seeks "the shiny
thing to end all shiny things," and
Ellen Dolan (Sarah Paulson), a sur-
geon who frequently throws herself
at the Spirit despite his tendency to
chase skirts in front ofher.
Not only that, but "The Spirit"
also contains a scene in which
Samuel L. Jackson and Scarlett
Johansson dress in Nazi garb for no
apparent reason other than shock
value.
Not even Miller's notable visu-
als can salvage "The Spirit" Miller's
artistic style, which was impressive
in "Sin City," would have been an
enjoyable addition to "The Spirit,"
except that it is fairly obvious that
Miller has already run out of tricks
and is hoping to get by on style
rather than substance.
Mysterious case that contains a
glowing object? Check.
Person punching his wayout of
a coffin? Check.
Samuel L. Jackson? Check.
However, the worst part of the
film is undoubtedly the directors
implication that there might be a
sequel in the making.
Apparently, both the Spirit and
Miller need to learn that there is a
time for everyone and everything
to die.
Spectator News Services,
courtesy UWire
Eastwood makes classic
comeback in 'Gran Torino'
In spite of a bigoted exterior, Eastwood's role helps illuminate racial tensions and issues in latest film
The marketplace may be rather
clutteredwith dramatic awards sea-
son fare this time ofyear, but there's
one very convincing reason to see
"Gran Torino" immediately: Clint
Eastwood.
When the film begins,
Eastwood's character, Walt
Kowalski, is at his late wife's fu-
neral, and although he does not
say a word, his facial expressions
speak volumes about the kind of
man he is.
Eastwood's facial
expressions speak
volumes about the
kind of man is.
Kowalski is the kind of man
who scowls disapprovingly at
his greedy sons and their der-
elict children as they enter the
church, condescendingly calls his
young priest "padre" and spends
his afternoons sitting in a lawn
chair on his porch downing beer
after beer.
Eastwood's husky voice
and scowl create a dialogue
that—although seemingly corny
in previews—is wholly enjoyable,
even hilarious at times.
Using every racist term in the
book, Kowalski somehow becomes
an unlikely and unwilling hero, his
bluntness contrasting with a small
but genuine glint of compassion.
Kowalski is the kind of man
who seems to have a gun of some
sort stashed in every drawer of
his house, pulling one out conve-
niently when he sees a disturbance
between a local gangand his neigh-
bors happening on his lawn.
Pointing the gun in the gang
members' faces and snarling "Get
off my lawn" in a low growl,
he becomes a champion for his
neighbors and other Hmong
families in the community for
scaring away the dangerous
bullies, and so begins his subde
transformation.
When the teenage girl in the
house next door, Sue, (Ahney Her),
manages to match Kowalskis can-
dor and subsequendy invites him to
a family get together, the confron-
tation between him and her fam-
ily that follows is one of the many
million-dollar scenes.
Although his racist tone barely
falters, there is an obvious connec-
tion between Kowalski and the shy
teenage boy, Thao (Bee Vang),
who also lives in the house, as
he insults him and then gruffly
encourages him to talk to a girl
sitting near him.
The film is more than
a sappy one about
a man who grows
through friendship.
The interaction between the
downward-gazing boy and the
beer-holding old man is both
comical and touching, as is the
rest of the film.
However, the story is not a
simple or sappyone about a man
who grows through friendship.
Throughout the film, there is the
constant threat that something
might happen involving the gangs
lurking in the neighborhood.
As is custom in otherEastwood
films, something big does happen
and when it does, the event cre-
ates a very worthy ending.
Spectator News Services,
courtesy UWire
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Redhawks use defense for 49-39 win
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor
The stage was set. Students,
alumni, faculty, staff and at least a
few Seattle hoops historians braved
the chanceofsnow showers and blis-
tering cold. Many stood in the NBA
playoff-long will call ticket line.
Seattle University's men's bas-
ketball team made good on its
opportunity to perform in front
of a record crowd of 4,835 in its
10-point win against 0-15 Loyola
Marymount University.
"I can say I'm undefeated in the
KeyArena for the rest of my life,"
said Redhawks senior guard Shaun
Burl. "Mostly I'm proud to be a part
of it."
"I was able to shake hands with
some of the older players and have
them come up to me and shake my
hand and say, 'Thank you. Good
game.' Those are guys I can look at
and say I wish I was them."
Even though the Seattle
SuperSonics continue to fade into
memory, the game began like so
many professional games at the Key
did. Booming music, dim lights,
video of the Seattle University Ail-
Time Team on the JumboTron and
choreographed and practiced hand-
shakes and chest bumps during
Seattle U's introductions fed into
the initial excitement.
"I think in the first halfwe were
excited," Burl said. "The environ-
ment, the importance of this game
I think led us being a little tighter
on offense."
After Seattle U won the tip off,
Burl drove inside for a layup. Most
I can say I'm
undefeated in the
KeyArena for the
rest of my life.
Shaun Burl
Seattle U Point Guard
possessions used at least half the shot
clock as both teams picked apart each
other's zone defense. The Lions Used
the Redhawks key weapon, defense,
to stifle and fluster Seatde U'soffense
in the first half.
"I think we were able to settle
down in the second half," Burl said.
"Whenyou play a team that's playing
a zone, and we're playing a zone, it's
a slower paced game. There's a little
bit ofanxiousness to get a shot here,
get a shot there."
LMU's 2-3 zone forced seven
turnovers and limited Seattle U to
21 points. The Redhawks prepared
for the zone but didn't expect to see
it-the whole game. The stingyLions'
defense held the Redhawks' leading
scorer Chris Gweth to three points
in the first half.
"We were expecting them to
throw a variety of defenses out at
us," Gweth said.
Laßon Armstead led the Lions
with 10 first-half points, six boards
and two steals. He wouldn't score the
rest of the game.
"I let other stuffget in myhead,"
said the Lions' freshman forward
Armstead. "A couple travels. I
thought too much."
The Redhawks responded and
limited the Lions to 18 points in the
second half. The Redhawks defense
used the 2-3 match-up zone, man
coverage and full court press to force
the Lions into 18 total turnovers,
nine in each half. The Redhawks
came from behind with 15 points off
the bench compared to theLions' de-
pleted and injuryladen bench, which
supplied four points.
"We started swinging the ball
from side to side better and found
some points ofattack," Gweth said.
"We came out a lot more aggressive
in the second half."
After trading ties at 27-27 and
30-30 the Redhawks began working
the post and passing the ball along
the perimeter.
"We've closed a chapter," said
Seattle U head coach Joe Callero. "I
could feel the tension in our players
and their desire to perform well."
While the Lions came off a 14-
game losing streak, the Redhawks
were recovering from a close loss
to the Oregon State Beavers in
Corvallis, Ore.
"The Oregon State game defi-
nitely helped us," Burl said. "Playing
away thereright away kind ofhelped
us with the environment there with
lots offans, kind ofwild."
Seattle U marketed this game as
its return to D-I with the slogan,
"Back in the Game." There's never a
better way to begin theD-I journey
than to start with a win.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Loyola Marymount's Jarred Dußois (0) and Marko Deric (12) tryto trap
Seattle U's Chris Gweth as he spots up for a 15-foot jumpshot.
New Year's resolutions raise numbers at Connolly
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
The start of the New Year has
brought an influx of new gym users
at the Connolly Center.
As faculty, staff and students re-
turn from winter break, many hope
to shed some added winter pounds.
Students and Connolly staff mem-
bers have noticed the increase in us-
ers since classes resumed for winter
quarter. Available cardio machines
like ellipticals, treadmills and bikes
are scarce.
Regular gym users have been
annoyed by the increased popular-
ity and the lines to wait for cardio
machines. Lizbeth Sanchez-Arce, a
freshman international business ma-
jor, said Connolly Centerneeds more
machines.
"This is crazy," she said while
waiting in line for an elliptical.
According to Connolly's fitness,
strength and conditioning specialist,
Kristen Christopher, there is no more
room for additional equipment.
However, she is looking atremoving
some older pieces to potentially make
room for some new equipment. She
said she would like to add two more
elliptical machines.
Chloe Rahmun, a juniornursing
major, said this is a regular occur-
rence every January. If she comes to
the gym in the afternoons she might
have to wait between five and 10
minutes to get a cardio machine.
"It is thoroughly annoying,"
Rahmun said. "But it usually stops
by the end of January."
Sean Moore, weight room atten-
dant, and Blake Morrison, frontdesk
attendant, said the gym is the most
crowded between 5 and 10 p.m. on
weekdays. Both Moore andMorrison
have worked at Connolly in previous
years and noticed that attendance
starts to taper off after about three
weeks into January.
Christopher said they observed
an increase in gym-goers since
December. She attributed this to
increased enrollment or renovations
including new machines and televi-
sion screens.
"It's not a problem when it's
crowded," Christopher said. "It is
encouraging to see people trying to
be healthy."
JenniferRanieri, a junior nursing
major, saidher New Year's Resolution
is to get back into shape by going to
the gym three times a week and once
on the weekend. Ranieri said she is
successful so far in keeping with her
resolution.
"I have a guilty conscience so I
feel really guilty if I don't go to the
gym," Ranieri said.
She also said she tries to avoid
the gym during popular times so
she won't have to wait for a cardio
machine. Ranieri has found the
mornings are the best time to exercise
at Connolly because it is significantly
less crowded than in the afternoon.
Kevin Brown, a senior mechani-
cal engineering major, said while he
is a consistent gym user his goal is to
get back into a routine after slacking
over winter break.
Christopher encourages people
to develop a routine and find a way
to be consistent for accomplishing a
NewYear's resolution.
"Try to pace yourself," she said.
"Starting out too hard, too fast
can make you feel sore and burned
»
out.
She also recommends finding a
workout that you enjoy and seek-
ing help from professionals at the
Connolly Center. Christopher is
available for fitness and nutrition
counseling.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
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Upcoming Events
Saturday, Jan. 17
Women'sbasketball
Seattle U vs. University of
Puerto Rico - Rio Piedras at
Bayamon, Puerto Rico
5 p.m. Atlantic Time
Men's basketball
Seattle U vs. University of
Puerto Rico - Rio Piedras at
Bayamon, Puerto Rico
7 p.m. Atlantic Time
Sunday, Jan. 18
Women's basketball
Seattle U vs. University of
Puerto Rico - Bayamon at
Bayamon, Puerto Rico
5 p.m. Atlantic Time
Men's basketball
Seattle U vs. University of
Puerto Rico - Bayamon at
Bayamon, Puerto Rico
7 p.m. Atlantic Time
Obispo, Calif., 7 p.m.
Last Week
Saturday, Jan. 3
Women's basketball
SU vs. Lewis-Clark State
67-63
Sunday, Jan. 4
Men's basketball
SU at Portland 67-71
Friday, Jan. 9
Women'sbasketball
SU at Cal State Bakersfield
62-83
Saturday, Jan. 10
Women's swim
SU vs. Whitworth 113-90
Men's swim
SU vs. Whitworth 130-75
Men's tennis
SU vs. Eastern Washington
0-7
Sunday, Jan. 11
Women's basketball
SU at Houston Baptist 62-56
Tuesday, Jan. 13
Men's basketball
SU vs. Linfield 85-40
Hoops hoopla set on Seattle
University New Year's Day
Ben Watanabe
Sports Commentary
Sport Editor
Five months of planning
and promotion.
Four e-mail announcements
asked, "Where will you be on
Jan. 1?"
Three buses shuttled students
to and from KeyArena.
Two teams eager to win.
One happy hour at T.S.
McGough's provided students the
opportunity to indulge in either
misery or accomplishment.
Plenty of free tickets helped
fill seats in the lower bowl at
KeyArena for the Jan. 1 men's
basketball game against Loyola
Marymount University.
At 4:30 p.m., the first wave
of shuttles waited. By 4:40
p.m., only six students boarded
the bus.
By 5:30 p.m., die will call ticket
line stretched back to the Centre
House, past where the Tuba Man
used to toot the tunes before
Sonics games.
One hour later there was no
more preparation to be done. It
was time for the performance. It
was timefor Seattle University to
close the encyclopedia ofDivision
II history and ink the first words
on its new novel, "Back in the
Game." One minute later, the
spectacle began.
The student section filled
the first five rows behind one of
the hoops to create a red tide.
Sitting courtside were Seattle U
basketball legends: Johnny and Ed
O'Brien, Eddie Miles and Clint
Richardson to name a few. The
big star, Elgin Baylor was absent,
probably working tirelessly to fix
the Clippers. Seattle U President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., was court-
side too, with Archbishop Alex
J. Burnett.
Both teams' zone defense did
little to excite the crowd until the
clock began to dwindle and the
Redhawks gained the lead.
After the game ended and the
Redhawks celebrated in front of
the cheering, clapping, hooting
and hollering student section,
head coach Joe Callero gave
Sundborg the gameball. Reporters
from the big Seattle dailies and
Seattle sports Web sites lingered
and scrambled for quotes. Kevin
Calabro did his post-game inter-
views. Students filtered out and
headed to- post-game parties at
T.S. McGough's.
This is a social
enterprise, a spark of
entrepreneurial spirit
to a storied school.
McGough's was packed with
students, fans and alumni. They
laughed and did very litde game
discussion. It was a social event
that brought people together un-
der the Seattle U banner.
D-I is absolutely a financial
risk. The doomed Seattle daily
reported Seattle U's budget would
increase from $5 million to at
least $10 million. Undoubtedly
every department on Seattle U's
campus would like to experience
such an increase. Sundborg be-
lieves the feast will come soon.
The money could be spent in dif-
ferent ways, and to some, better
ways According to Jason Behenna,
sports information director, Seatde
U paid a $650 fee for the ushers
because attendees stuck around in
the KeyArena too long. This fee
may be viewed as the tip of the
iceberg. It's one of the growing
pains for an athletics depart-
ment maturing into young adult-
hood. This is a social enterprise, a
spark ofentrepreneurial spirit to a
storied school.
This wasn't the Battle in Seattle
or the Cougar Hardwood Classic.
This wasn't the NIT Preseason
Tip-Off. This wasn't a rivalry
like Duke vs. UNC. This was a
new tradition.
What could be seen as a simple
gameof round ball played in what
one NBA team owner considers
inadequate, was more than that. It
focused students, staff and faculty,
who are usually attached to an
array of passion projects, service
learning excursions, classes, stud-
ies, papers, exams andwork, to one
single effort.
Sundborg has said it simply.
He views D-I as opening a larger
window to Seattle U, or rather a
means to an end. Sundborg sees
D-I as a recruiting tool to bol-
ster what many nay-sayers use to
argue against the D-I move: the
quality of academics. The Board
of Trustees and Sundborg are
proclaiming, "We belong in
every way with Georgetown,
Gonzaga, Marquette, Pepperdine,
Portland, San Francisco and
Santa Clara."
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Above: Almost 5,000 spectators crowd the lower bowl of the Key Arena to watch Seattle U beat Loyola
Marymount. Below: Student fans and Redzone members cheer for theRedhawks on Jan. 1.
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Northwest bountiful in
winter recreation, fun
Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer
It's winter in Seattle and peo-
ple often find themselves driven
inside more often than before by
the dark rainy days. There is no
better way to escape than indulg-
ing in the outdoors and discover-
ing all the winter recreation the
scenic Northwest has to offer
Seattle University students.
Martha Lee, a freshmen hu-
manities and political science
major, recently began attending
Bikram Yoga at the SweatBox on
1Oth Avenue to get away from the
winter cold.
For the more
adventurous, there
are several upcoming
overnight trips.
- "It's intense, but when I leave
I feel glorious," Lee said.
The Outdoor Adventure and
Recreation Club (OAR) ofSeatde
University has quitean array ofdi-
verse events and trips planned for
this season, said Kellen McCarvel,
sophomore international business
major and snow sports leader of
OAR.
Every other Wednesday and
Saturday OAR offers a snow van
transport for $5 to Snoqualmie
Pass, about one hour east on
Interstate 90. Snow buses to
Stevens Pass and CrystalMountain
are also available periodically and
include discounted rentals and lift
tickets. For the more adventur-
ous, there are several upcoming
overnight trips, including trips to
Mt. Baker, Mt. Hood, Schweitzer
and Whisder.
For the more unconventional,
tubing is offered as well as sev-
eral Nordic trips to the cross-
country trails near Snoqualmie.
Snowshoeing trips begin in
February with a trip to Gold
Meyer Hot Springs, a 4.5-mile
hike depending on snow levels.
Winter opportunities do not end
at the snow. Vertical World climb-
ing gym provides a more temper-
ate climate and a $15 quarterly
student membership. For cyclists,
there is an annual Seattle Bike
Swap Feb. 21 and the Chilly Hilly
race Feb. 22.
"Don't hesitate if you don't
have someone to go on a trip with,
1 always meet new and interesting
people," McCarvel said.
The Leisure Education Program
at Seattle U offers classes in salsa,
kickboxing, Pilates and hip-hop
dance just to name a few. A $40
student and $60 faculty fitness
pass is a way to sample a varietyof
activities. The deadlineto register
for all classes is Jan. 16.
Also, the new season of win-
ter intramural sports includes
basketball, racquetball, indoor
soccer, badminton, mini golf,
and dodgeball. The program of-
fers over 30 sports throughout the
year with 1,200participants. Visit
the IntramuralWeb pagefor more
information and entry deadlines.
If justcashing in on NewYears
resolutions is a primary concern,
look into the Anne Carragher
Fitness and Wellness Challenge of
2009. Anne E. Carragher was the
Fitness Director at Seattle U for
15years and developed the annual
fitness challenge. The six-week
program encourages students,
faculty and staff to work toward
living healthier and developing
personal goals.
Beginning Jail. 19 teams of
at least four will compete to-
ward reaching their own goals.
Sign-ups have already begun,
and informational meetings
are being held starting Tuesday,
Jan. 13 through Thursday, Jan.
15 in Bannan 120. For meeting
times, details and to sign up visit
the Anne E. Carragher Fitness
Challenge Web page located on
the Rec Sports Web page or con-
tact FitnessChallenge@seattleu.
edu with questions.
Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt TheSpectator
Pack a lunch, dress warmly and strap on snowshoes for treks in
the snow. OAR has trips planned and rents the necessary gear.
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Seattle P-I's closure will limit public's voice
On Jan. 8, KING 5 reported in their 5 p.m. newscast the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer was officially up for sale and at risk
of closing. The news was confirmed the next day; based on the
jointoperating agreementbetween the P-I and the Seattle Times,
the P-I is required to be put up for sale 60 days prior to closing
its doors.
That sale period is happening now, and according to Steven
Swartz, President ofHearst Newspaper Division, in his speech to
the P-I newsroom, it is unlikely that after the 60-day sale period
the P-I will ever exist in printed form again.
The P-I has been in dire straits economically for several
months now, but their fate seems inevitable. The chances of the
P-I finding a buyer in the current economic state are roughly
about as good as ones chance to win the lottery. The odds are en-
tirely against them, and within two months, hundreds ofSeattle
journalists will be seeking new employment.
The impending closure of the P-I also seems at odds with
the sentiments of a community that has traditionally promoted
and supported the mass proliferation of the press. The Stranger
stands as one of the more widely renowned alternative weeklies
in the U.S., and given that it publishes for free, it is odd to see a
for-profit paper finding insufficient support in a city so renowned
for its community involvement and interaction.
The P-I has always fought criticism from some of its readers
and has often been lambasted as being the liberal rag counter-
part to the Seattle Times. A blogger on the Spectator blog even
applauded its closing, claiming the paper caused Dino Rossi to
lose his job as Governor in the last election thanks to the orga-
nization's dishonest reporting.
Allegations ofbias aside, the coming loss of the P-I foreshad-
ows even darker times for the newspaper industry.
Based on the failing economy and the rising trend for readers
to seek out their news from online publications, it seems entirely
too likely that every major metropolis in the U.S. will be a one-
paper city within a matter ofa few years.
The problem with a shortage of newspapers is that the
Associated Press feeds on national news coverage. A decrease
in major news reporting means a huge decrease in what the AP
can cover and what other nations can learn about the United
States. The press, often considered the fourth estate to the three
branches of U.S. government, is a vital resource for allowing
the common person to maintain a voice in the system ofchecks
and balances.
The United States stands at an economic precipice that de-
mands the presence ofa strong and confident press. The muck-
rakers of the '30s helped keep in check the dealings offinancial
and political leaders who were distant from the day to day reali-
ties of the majority of the American people.
Today, in the midst ofanother struggling economy, the nation
needs an assurance that critical and progressive news stories will
not be pushed under the carpet in favor of telling the fortunes
of the few.
Since 2003, the percentage of daily newspapers owned by
private companies has risen. But the total number of these pri-
vate companies has decreased. When news lays in the hands of
a few, large corporate entities, there emerges an increased risk
of news that is less critical, less varied and less indicative of the
people's voice.
As the press for an academic institution, aimed at educating
leaders for a just and humane world, The Spectator particularly
recognizes the special role that newspapers such as the P-I play
in educating the public and the future leaders ofour nation.
Making a case to add SU to the WCC
Ben Watanabe
Opinion Editor
If you haven't heard the news,
Seattle University beat Loyola
Marymount on Jan. 1 by 10 points.
The Lions were 0-14 when they
walked into the KeyArena with an
injury-riddled team and an interim
coach. Still, Loyola Marymount is
part of the West Coast Conference,
alongside Gonzaga, Saint Mary's and
Santa Clara, all repeat NCAA tour-
nament basketball programs. The
logic seems simple: if Seattle U can
beat one team in theWCC, it could
beat others.
The Redhawks could compete.
I spoke with Mike Gilleran, the
former WCC Commissioner and
a Seattle U graduate in November
2007 after an ESPN report that
Pepperdine was considering leav-
ing Division I. He said the WCC
was not looking to expand. He had
already announced his retirement
which followed soon after. Gilleran
teased with statements like, "We
don't have a formal decision yet,"
and, "You'd be hard pressed to find
an area where Seattle U doesn't fit."
Bill Hogan and other university
administrators proudly proclaimed
their intention to appeal to the
WCC. The leagues Seattle U in-
quired about responded similarly:
Build up your programs, then we'll
talk. Admitting low ranked schools,
especially schools new to D-I, lowers
the competitive rank of an athletic
conference. During the original in-
terview, Hogan said, "The most im-
portant thing is we need to be in a
Division I league."
That's still the goal. It's just five
years away. That's a part of the D-I
equation people seem to ignore,
forget or haven't heard. Athletics
has a five year plan. Procure funds
for adequate scholarships, become
competitive, then find a conference.
Seattle U found its conference then,
and it knows its conference now. It's
always been the WCC. Like forlorn
lovers ripped apart in their youth,
Seattle U and the WCC are meant
for each other.
Seatde U has the size. The largest
school is Santa Clara which has
8,377 students.
Seattle U has the location. It's in
the same flight paths as the University
ofPortland, and schools commonly
travel by area. For example, the UW
and WSU are scheduled to play USC
and UCLA on alternating dates.
Like forlorn lovers
ripped apart, SU and
the WCC are meant
for each other.
Seattle U doesn't have a football
program. None of theWCC schools
have a sponsored football program.
Seattle U has the history. Elgin
Baylor, Ed and John O'Brien, John
Tresvant, to name a few.
Seattle U even has the same
religion as most of the WCC
schools. Seven of the eight schools
are Catholic, and four are Jesuit.
Pepperdine is the odd duck out;
it's just a regular Christian school.
Seattle U was a part of the WCC,
28 years ago.
Now, Seattle U has the competi-
tive edge. Loyola Marymount is now
1-16, and only narrowly avoided the
Detroit Lions' fate when they beat
Cal State Bakersfield 72-69. Then
they lost at Pepperdine 59-57. I
doubt Pepperdine would want to
visit the Key anytime soon.
Seattle U doesn't have a student
fan section like Gonzaga's Kennel
Club. Seattle U doesn't get men-
tioned on shows like "Rescue Me,"
or featured on ESPN. Seattle U
doesn't have an Adam Morrison or
Steve Nash. Seattle U doesn't have a
famous player younger than 50.
What Seattle U has is the will, the
momentum and the right dimen-
sions to fit into theWCC.
If theWCC isn'tpaying attention
to Seattle U, they should, and I bet
they will soon.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu. Ed u
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Ecological education
should be learned in
and out of classroom
Bryson Nitta
Volunteer Writer
The Pacific Northwest is probably
one of the only places in the United
States where the term "treehugger"
is applied as a compliment and not
an insult. Environmentalists here
are generally admired and for good
reason: Many of the early environ-
mental battles fought in the '70s and
'80s took place in Washington and
in Oregon.
So who is at fault
for this gap in our
ecological education?
And yet, at Seattle University,
many of us graduate without know-
ing the first thing about climate
change, biodiversity protection,
ecological justice or any number of
environmental issues. In other words,
many of us are not getting our eco-
logical education.
In an age where the planet is
warming beyond controland dozens
ofspecies are disappearing forever, it
is imperative that every college-ed-
ucated person be able to face these
challenges with intelligence and char-
acter. Howcan Seatde U graduates be
leaders for a justand humane world
without caring for the planet?
It is simply impossible. The sci-
ence of ecology has taught us that,
beyond any shadow ofa doubt, every
living organism is connected to all
others. In otherwords, whathappens
to any one species affects all other
species in time. Seattle U graduates
must be aware of this connection if
they are to make the world a better
place for humanity.
So who is at fault for this gap in
our ecological education?
It is easy to point the finger at
the ill-defined "administration."We
could say it is Seattle U's adminis-
tration and our professprs' jobs to
organize the curricula and that our
education is entirely in their hands.
After all, we are paying them tens of
thousands of dollars to teach us.
But while I think Seattle U does
have an obligation to serve its stu-
dents by making them aware of the
ecological crisis, I think we as stu-
dents also have a responsibility to
educate ourselves. It's a cliche, but
it's also true that the best lessons are
learned outside the classroom.
In order to make up for ecologi-
cal education gap, we must take our
education into our own hands. We
can attend lectures, volunteer at non-
profits and most importantly read
the news. If there's an opportunity
to take a class that focuses on the
environment, consider trying it out.
Consider writing a paper or doing a
project that links what you're study-
ing with an environmental issue.
In other words, try to incor-
porate ecological issues into your
academic life.
In other words,
try to incorporate
ecological issues into
your academic life.
Perhaps most importantly of
all, keep in mind what Mark Twain
meant when he said, "I never let
my schooling interfere with my
education."
Bryson can be reached at
nittab@seattleu.edu
2008: The year in review
Fernando Sioson
Staff Writer
First of all, Carson Daly is no
Dick Clark Staring at my brand new
plasma television which I procured
at a rather violent Black Friday the
month previous, it was a question of
whether or not Ieven wanted2009 to
start. Although, looking back, 2008
wasn't exactly the year for happiness
and sunshine.
Dark Knight comes
out. People forget
about Iron Man.
Watching news stories about the 1
economy is like observing the floor
ofa casino. You see drunken business-
men putting a trillion dollars on one
hand ofpoker. After his pair of deuces
doesn'tpan out,he expects Uncle Sam
to carry him home, where a sobering
stimulus package waits.
The Democrats, at some point
decided they hadn't been mentioned
in our history books enough lately,
so 2008 saw a battle between Mrs.
Clintonand Mr. Change. The alleged
reincarnation of Abraham Lincoln
won not once, but twice (sorry, John
McCain) and is currendy en route to
theWhite House ina limousine made
out of hopes and dreams.
Biologists made a groundbreaking!
discovery in human engineering lust
year, as the first successful dolphin-
human hybrid was successfully bred
and grown to maturity. The speci-
men, codenamed "Michael Phelps"
was released into the wild. He found
his way to Beijing, where legends and
unhealthyatmospheric conditions are
born. Setting therecord for most gold
medals ever won by a single person,
Phelps made his creators proud at the
Beijing Olympics.
Politically, Cuba isn't exacdy a great
next-door neighbor for the United
States. Fidel Castro, as resilient as he
is, retired from his favorite hobby of
"dictatoring" in2008. Luckily, George
Bush's best friend, Raul Castro, was
unanimously elected as the brand new
benevolent leader ofCuba. I've got a
good feeling about relations between
America and our favorite Socialist
Republic State.
Russia invaded Georgia. At the
same time, 90 percent ofAmericans
found out that Georgia is also a coun-
try. As the evacuation from Atlanta
was canceled, therewas much drama
and strife on the season finale of
United Nations 90210. What is this
anyway? Countries aren't invaded
now. Usually we just spread peace,
democracy or freedom to them or
"stabilize the region."
Iron Man comes out. People
proclaim it as the greatest super-
hero movie ofall time. Dark Knight
comes out. People forget about Iron
Man. Dark Knight is proclaimed
greatest superhero movie of all time.
"Valkyrie" comes out. Is Hider assas-
sinated by Tom Cruise? I wont spoil
the ending.
In other planetary news, our be-
loved NASA finally finds water on
Mars, quenching the thirst of aliens
everywhere. Could this mean possible
colonization for mankind? Check
back in a century or two. Also, my
favorite Disney canine, Pluto, is
downgraded to DwarfPlanet. Then,
my favorite hit television show from
the 19905, Xena, is discovered and
also declared a Dwarf Planet. Now
I feel dumb when someone asks me
about the number of planets in our
solar system. Is it eight, nine, or ten?
Someone tell me, please.
Ifthenew year works out to be jusr
as exciting as the old year, then hit the
snooze button, go back to bed and
catch the headlines on the interweb
whenever you wake up. I sincerely
hope that whatever happens in 2009,
it's just as amusing and entertaining.
We can always enjoy Wall Street's
World Series ofPoker, human-marine
mammal hybrids, freedom invasions
and Tom Cruise.
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu
Editorial: It takes two to make trouble in Gaza
The Hoya Editorial Board
UWire
The most recent clash in the
endless circus in Gaza dimin-
ishes hope for a bloodless future
in the region. After a six-month
cease-fire treaty expired in late
December, both sides have taken
up arms once again.
Palestine's ruling party, Hamas,
has wanted Israel to end its
blockade of the Gaza Strip since
the Israeli withdrawal in 2005.
The Islamist group argued that
the blockade pushed Gaza into
economic turmoil. The United
Nations estimates that more than
three-quarters of the population
depends on humanitarian aid.
Israel refused to lift the block-
ade, arguing that Hamas would
transport weapons to Gaza in or-
der to later fire into Israel. The de-
cision infuriated Palestinian lead-
ership and Hamas resumed firing
rockets and mortars into Israel. To
end the rocket fire, the Israeli Air
Force struck military bases, train-
ing camps and headquarters. On
Jan. 3, Israel launched a ground
invasion with troops and tanks.
At this writing, the violence has
taken over 900 lives, most of
which are Palestinian.
Voices in international media
have decried both the dispropor-
tionality of the death tolls and
Hamas' role in reigniting the vio-
lence. In this latest episode in the
Holy Land's bloody history, both
sides are to blame.
Hamas has brought a consider-
able amount ofsuffering upon its
own people. Did Palestinian lead-
ership not expect Israel to respond
to renewed attacks? Hamas only
further endangered homes and
citizens by deciding to resume
hostilities.
Some responsibility for the
high Palestinian death toll lies
with Hamas. Its use of homes,
mosques and schools to store its
weapons caches have contributed
to the high number of women
and children killed. When these
caches become Israeli targets, is it
any surprise who dies?
Hamas denies
Israel's legitimacy
and tends toward
violent radicalism.
On the other hand, Israel did
not do nearly enough to pre-
vent this crisis from happening.
The Gaza blockade has helped
to engender resentment and to
economically cripple the region
— there were other options. For
example, bipartisan negotiations
might have solved the problem.
Gaza needs food, water, medicine,
power and building supplies. It
does not need rockets. Awell-run,
sensible blockade ought to be able
to achieve that outcome.
That itself poses a problem.
It's difficult to weed out "good"
imports from "bad" ones, just as
in America it's difficult to block
the importation of illicit drugs.
But difficulty should not obstruct
honest reform. After all, ifHamas
really seeks peace — a claim that
Israel reasonably questions —
opening the border will stop the
rocket firings. If it does not, then
Israel has its ideological ammuni-
tion to make war.
The ceasefire could have fa-
cilitated a lasting peace. Hamas
rocket fire into Israel from Gaza
dropped significantly during the
ceasefire. Israel should have used
that time to work with Hamas to
restructure the blockade.
Some hope for peace remains.
Last Thursday's UN Security
Council resolution called for
an immediate cease-fire. The
United States refrained from
voting and the resolution has
been effectively ignored, but
the gesture demonstrates the
international community's com-
mitment to halting the blood-
shed. A Franco-Egyptian panel
also looks fruitful, as Israel has
accepted the beginnings ofa truce
|agreement. Hamas' leadership
must now step up to the plate and
do likewise.
That won't be easy. Hamas de-
nies Israel's legitimacy and tends
toward violent radicalism. It would
do well by the Palestinians — the
people Hamas claims to represent
— to dropboth habits. They have
proven not merely unproductive,
but counterproductive.
For the time being, the vi-
cious circle spirals on. Israel will
not end the blockade for fear of
Palestinian rocket fire. Hamas
won't end the rocket fire until
Israel lifts the blockade. Blame
both sides for refusing to break
the cycle.
The Hoya Editorial Board
can be reached at
opinion@thehoya.com
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Best Christmas Presents
Tickle Me Elmo.
The Oklahoma City Thun-
der's record.
Christmas sweater.
A Christmas Miracle.
An earlier flight for my out
of town relatives. ?•"-:
The game ball.
WaMuStock. ,
"
Red Ryder Pump Action
BB Gun.
My two front teeth.
Jeep Power Wheels.
lastlookspublicsafetyreports
Graffiti
December 27, 7:30 a.m.
Public Safety discovered four
graffiti tags: Onecity light box at
11th & E. Madison; one 13th &
E. Cherry fence; one Logan field
fence; and one Murphy access
roadway curb. A clean up report
was filed with facilities.
Safety Assist
January 3,11:30 p.m.
A student called Public Safety re-
porting he had just come home
to find the door to his off campus
rental standing open. PublicSafe-
ty had the student leave the resi-
dence and assisted him reaching
Seattle Police Department. Police
searched the house and found
someone had entered by break-
ing a window. The student said
portable electonics were taken.
PublicSafety assisted the student
staying with a friend.
x Safety Assist
January 4,11:30 p.m.
A student driving in the snow
was traveling too fast to turn on
E. Columbia and slid across the
- sidewalk, ending up in the bushes
along the west side of Loyola.
Public Safety assisted with AAA
towing thevehicle back onto the
street. Therewas no damage and
the studentparked her vehicle in
the Broadway garage.
Trespass Warning
January 6
Public Safety was contacted by
Campion staff reporting three
teenage males on a residence
floor trying to sell candy door to
door.Public Safety contactedthe
three males who all claimed they
didn't have ID and didn't know
theircompany supervisor's name
or his telephone number. Public
Safety escorted the teens to the
sidewalk and tresspass warned
them.
Trespass Warning
,
January7
Public Safety contacted a male
non-affilliatesleeping on the north
side ofConnolly Center. The indi-
viualwas identifiedand tresspass
warned from university property.
Disturbance
January 7
Connolly staff requested assi-
tance from Public Safety regard-
ing a student who was currently
not eligible to use the facility and
entered with a paying guest.
When the student was told he
had to leave, the guest argued
with staff demanding his money
back. Both individuals cleared
before officers arrived.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
A new year and a new beginning
Top: Michael Wright elevates for a rebound.
Clockwise from top right: President Stephen Sundborg hoists the
game ball with a clown taking the spotlight.
Bottom right: Chris Gweth looks to attack the basket with LMU's
Laßon Armstead defending.
Above: Mike Boxley works the perimeter of LMU's 2-3 zone
devense.
New cafe a little "odd" but good
A sarcastic look back at 2008
